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ABSTRACT 

THEORY OP THERMAL NEUTRON SCATTERING BY NUCLEAR SPIN WAVES 

by 

ROBERT WORD 

Neutron spectrometers having the capability of resolv¬ 

ing the energy of the slow neutron with an error of less than 

10"7 ev have been constructed within recent years, making 

it possible to measure dynamical processes of correspond¬ 

ingly finer energies*1 

This thesis investigates coupled electronic-nuclear 

spin waves which are coupled by the hyperfine interaction. 

The differential cross section and scattered state polariza¬ 

tion for the scattering of thermal neutrons from systems 

described by the Suhl-Nakamura Hamiltonian are developed 

in the Van Hove correlation function formalism; the relevant 

correlation functions for the Suhl-Nakamura system are 

computed.1 The implications of these calculations for the 

feasibility of detecting nuclear spin wave modes in neutron 

scattering experiments are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The study of neutron scattering patterns has long 

been a chief method of investigating matter in the solid 

statej These studies have shown that inelastic components 

yield important information concerning dynamical processes 

in matter. Neutron spectrometers having the capability 

of resolving the energy of the slow neutron with an error 

of less than lO"? ev have been proposed and constructed 

within recent years,* It has become possible to measure 

quantities associated with dynamical processes of correspond¬ 

ingly finer energies,2 

An interesting potential application of this research 

is the investigation of dynamical processes involving 

the hyperfine coupling; the energies of such dynamical proc¬ 

esses ought to be of the same order of magnitude as the 

hyperfine splittings in atomic spectra, which are typically 

of the order lO^ev,1 It is the purpose of this thesis 

project to provide a theoretical background for that study by 

computing the measurable properties of neutrons scattered 

by a target system described by a model Hamiltonian incor¬ 

porating hyperfine effects^ and to relate these properties to 

the dynamical aspects of that target system. 

The existence of nuclear spin waves was first proposed 
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by Suhl^ and Nakamura^ independently of each other, who 

introduced the concept in relation to NMR studies,' When a 

spin system is cooled down to temperatures corresponding to 

hyperfine energies (around ,01 to .'ool °K), random processes 

will no longer be able to prevent the alignment of the 

nuclear spins (under an external magnetic field or the 

field in a ferromagnetic material)Ï and an ordered nuclear 

spin system results. Suhl and Nakamura pointed out that the 

hyperfine interaction couples nuclear spins to ferromagnetic 

spin wave modes in ferromagnetic materials^ which gives 

rise to an effective long range isotropic interaction 

between pairs of nuclei,* This in turn gives rise to nuclear 

spin waves in complete analogy with spin waves in the 

Heisenberg ferromagnet.1 

Since the ferromagnetic exchange energies correspond 

typically to temperatures of the order 500°K (although they 

may be as low as the order 10°K in the rare earths), the 

nuclear modes are generally widely seperated in energy from 

the ferromagnetic modes,1 In magnetic materials with spiral 

structures^ however^ the two modes must draw close together 

in the long wavelength limit.1 

We shall also briefly investigate nuclear spin waves in 

the singlet ground state rare earths, in order to quali¬ 

tatively point out their analogy with nuclear spin waves in 

ferromagnetic materials.* In this case, the nuclei are 

not coupled to true ferromagnetic spin wave modes,' but to 

exciton modes of crystalline state excitations.' Howeverj 
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the effect is the same in that the coupling produces an 

effective isotropic long range interaction between pairs 

of nuclei in the appropriate materials.^ 



II. ORIGIN OP THE HYPERPINE CONTRIBUTION TO THE SUHL- 

NAKAMURA HAMILTONIAN* 

Owing to exchange effect s, the energy of an electronic 

spin lattice depends on the relative orientation of the 

spins composing that lattice** Although an exact calculation 

of the dependence of the exchange energy upon spin orienta¬ 

tion is intractable^ one may usually to a good approximation 

treat the exchange as an isotropic two body force/ Thus, 

one obtains the Heisenberg Hamiltonian for electronic spins 

well situated on a Bravais lattice^ 

y= -1 s{n- 2, J <1m) sn ■ 2 „ 
£ Y*r\ wv\ *r<\ 6**1 

which gives rise to electronic spin waves.* HQ is the 

magnitude of an external field defining the direction of 

the z axis/ the summations are over all Bravais lattice site 

positionsV v"e is the electronic gyromagnetic ratio, 
A 

Si is the spin operator for the electronic cloud at the 
^ A (?) 

site denoted by 1^ of which St is the component in the 

z direction^ and J(l^m) is the exchange parameter for the 

electrons at sites 1 and m* 

In order to take account of nuclear effects j Suhl 

and Nakamura added to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian a term for 

the hyperfine interaction.1 The hyperfine interaction is of 
A A A 

the form AI*1S^ where I is the spin operator for the nucleus*! 
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The interaction arises from the magnetic dipole-dipole force 

between the nucleus on the one hand, and the atomic electrons 

on the other* 

The nucleus has angular momentum "hi** Associated with 

this angular momentum is the nuclear magnetic dipole moment, 

where v"* is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus, which 

nucleon^ and c the speed of light in a vacuum** 

The magnetic field produced by the nucleus can be 

derived^ according to classical electromagnetism, from the 

vector potential 

According to Hamiltonian mechanics for the electro¬ 

magnetic field^ the canonical momentum of an electron is 

given by 

A 

Ms} 7 given by 

wv' 
2*2 

g 
is of the order Tt%c » where MN is the mass of the 

2*4 

where is the mass of an electron,' and ")£ its veloc¬ 

ity Thus^ its (nonrelativistic) kinetic energy is 

If 

2*t6 



is the magnetic dipole moment of the electron (where cre 
VVVS 

is its spin operator)7 its magnetic energy is 

~ /Ye • Ho 
WA v*V\ 2.7 

Thus7 the presence of the magnetic field of the nucleus 

perturbs the Hamiltonian for an electron orbiting the 

nucleus by an amount 

iU l i i ' & + ? Â ■£ f ( !■) ^ A ] 
+ Me ■ ( VX Â) 
1 VSV» i/W* 

,ex2 A
2 

Next we show that the term ( — ) A is negligible 

in comparison with f A • P J To do this7 we must show 

that %. ! A. 1 is of much less importance than ) p | * At 

2J8 

the Bohr radius 7 

il"h I ^ ^^Tc) / 
2- 2 

a - 
i 

C <+ L 

_ e. e. h 

WM C
2 

AV 

Now the magnitude of the kinetic energy of the Bohr electron 

is such that within an order of magnitude 

A 2 _ / ËL } _ We3e ^ P ~ <^?e i & J ~ 
VvA ft 2 .'10a 

ryy?e e 

~ 1? 

so that 

A 7? a 2.'10b 
a \ f\\ / ^ W £_ \ 

Thus 7 x. jp| is of the order ( l ho) • The first 

factor is the ratio of the electron*s mass to the nucleus* 

mass 7 which is .001. The second factor is the square of 

the fine structure constant « which is .’0001, so the ratio 

is 10~7.< Thus 7 we should be justified in neglecting the 
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term ( I) A in the Hamiltonian, since its ratio in 

magnitude to either of the two other terms is of the order 
-7 

10 for the Bohr electron,! 

Noting that 
i A A 

= r x p 
vw“ ** vXv 

A 

where ^ ^ is the angular momentum operator for the 

electron under consideration^ the perturbation from the 

magnetic dipole of^ the nucleus is 

(jj _ Jj ' MH 
rrnçC J r/- +• ^4-/vx[vx (JùLJJJ 
^ l c j J 

2.11 

2.12 

This is the contribution for just one electron in orbit about 

the nucleus; we shall continue to work with it alone until 

the last step,* which shall be to sum the perturbation con¬ 

tributions over all electrons in the atom. 

Consider the purely spin dependent part of the per¬ 

turbation 
A A 

MZ ■ [ vx ( vx M*. ) ] 
3 VAVv v i p | / J 

r f (A 1 V)(MN-V)-(M<L-Ûn) V 3 ÏTi 2.13 

Next7 we seek to seperate the expression into parts which 

transform like spherical harmonics under rotations.1 

Let be a second rank tensor in three dimensions. 

By group theory, it may be shown that $">M is composed 

of one part transforming under rotations like a spherical 

yi 
harmonic « m with 1=0, one part with 1=1, and one part with 

1=2. The part with 1=0 remains invariant under rotations; 



it can only be the invariant f^=tr(f). The three anti¬ 

symmetric components of f transform like the components of 

an axial vector, for which linear combinations transform 

like 1*1, Finally, the symmetric, traceless part of f 

must transform like spherical harmonics with 1=2. This part 

has components 

Write 

(JXÙ ~~ Ç (^J 
The (i,j) term in the sum is proportional to 

ôj ( it) 

2.14 

2.15 

2.16 

of which the 1=2 part is 

(ïZi)= 3 vVfj] flZi) 

since b\ èj is a symmetric tensor of the second rank, 
 i_ 

and m is invariant under rotations. Thus, the 1=2 

part of (2.15) is ( 

£ Lxîeril/?/v'1’(à,'ôJ-i Vd'ij)] ( fri) 

2.17 

2.18 
Z . I \ 

Since V (iri) transforms like 1=0, the last expression is 

the 1=2 part of 7/ ( , which we write 7e), $ 

Now the matrix element 

a)j ft (a), 

12) 



of U5 

(z) 
P.9 

between two electronic states of good angular 

momentum 1 and 1' is proportional to the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients coupling total angular momenta 1 and 2 to give 

total angular momentum 1*, These coefficients vanish 
. i an | j 

unless 1+1* — 2. Close to the origin, %i ''■'In; thus, the 

radial integral 

I jirijn '> 
<J)ni Wuyt*'*. 2 (*). 

2.20 

remains finite over the origin. Therefore, the term 

i(M*û«)vUrF>) 2#21 

V ^ 
never contributes to the matrix elements of nJS , since the 

integral over a tiny sphere about the origin containing the 

only non-vanishing point for (2.21) can be omitted in de¬ 

termining the matrix element. 

Thus, we may write 

■Ms ' Hu'- $(&■&) 

'S ’ 5 

The perturbation may then be written 

2.22 

rrirfr + (ü* ' v)(èN’ v) ('£') + 

•v. ' 

_ et 
‘ ~    ' i rv7?eC 

i • Urt . ^ •** ^ N ' £ ) ( Ui ‘ ) 8jT / ?, A \ , 
“r* m-s— - + s 

ei 
- WsC 

r Is 
HVM I 

3X 

/ r/; 1 UAH * 
3, ^ I • ff.- i, + + f sjVr) 

vw Kl5 Irl ' i P/3 T ^ a 

! 0 // - £ t. £ 
where >we - S 

/N « 

_ J , j> beirij He Sp/’rf o^eraiTor 

for 4 $ lec4ro r\ 

2.23 
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Summing the perturbation over all the electrons, we obtain 

j ^ 4 ^ v r l 
ntis, 

%r. ^ viif.Zfii- -li t «"•<*/; >7 7
 ~ ; ir,/3 If./3 3 

s>6(SH 

By the Wigner-Eckardt theorem, the matrix elements 

of the summation of the expression in brackets between 

states of definite total angular momentum must be pro- 
A 

portional to J, the angular momentum operator for the 

electron cloud. Thus, we obtain that 

?/lT : 
e-* vtà(J)f • J-- A Cj) X ■ J 'T tv?qc u. v- 

2.24 

2.25a 

where J is the angular momentum of the state. If the orbital 

angular momentum is quenched by the crystalline field, then 

the term is given by 

y,r=AÎ-S 
V- WV> <S.<Ob 

As an example, consider the case of just one electron 

in a singlet orbital state. Then the proportionality 

constant is determined by 

< a S • S > = dsfs+O 

= < 
- S • S ( s ' r ) ( s . r) STr * * 3 \ 

+ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~r S- s ($ ( r ) / 
\r\] 1 r I 

2.26 

More generally, however, the strength of the hyper- 

fine interaction does not depend on the probability density 

of the electron cloud at the nucleus alone. 
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III. DERIVATION OP THE NUCLEAR SPIN WAVE HAMILTONIAN 

Putting in terms for the external field, the exchange 

energy, and the hyperfine interaction, we may write the 

Suhl-Nakamura Hamiltonian as: 

-tH. fU s/'\ 

- Jj J nrj) Sf • Sm* + A 2 Sj • jf. 
A 1 *** VWI O'** W* ‘ 

Jr,*? * 3.1 

The spin wave nature of the electronic system is apparant; 

the Hamiltonian is essentially a perturbation of the 

Heisenberg spin wave Hamiltonian by the nuclear system.' 

What we wish to demonstrate in the present section is that 

the nuclear part also essentially constitutes a spin wave 

system J For this purpose, we seek to cast the Suhl -Naka¬ 

mura Hamiltonian into a form in which the spin wave nature 

of the nuclear system is explicitly shown.' 

The spin wave nature is neatly made manifest in the 

formulation utilising Bose creation and annihilation 

operators for the spin state. Let the electronic state 

be given by IS?3 m?) , indicating that the z component of 

the electronic spin is definitely m in a state of definite 

spin S given by the maximum value taken on by m. Then 

we introduce the Bose annihilation operator diminishing 

the difference between S and the z component of electronic 
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spin by unity, defined by 

S | S *« w?> - /tT’n» I S** wt-l) 3?2 

Similarly, the creation operator is defined by the relation 

/Si I S^- trrj~ I 
3.‘3 

A 4 + A i A 

By applying the operator a a - Q <\ between any two basis 

states, one obtains the commutation relation 
A A 4* ^ 4- A 
à v - a a -- 3.4 

consistent with the Bose nature desired of these operators.' 

The error involved in the introduction of these 

operators is in the application of the creation operator to 

the state of minimum S : z 

-5>- Æsïi ls*---s-i> 

which produces a series of fictitious states.- Ifar the 

purposes of the following discussion, the error arising 

from the introduction of the fictitious states will be 

completely ignored? The interested reader is referred to the 

literature for further amplification of this point. (See, 

for example j? Marshall^ W? (1955a)? Proc? Roy? SocJ, A232, 48?) 
At A t 

Applying à Q to a basis state IS = w/ , we find 

I S*1 rtrç) = (S- I S?-rv^) = ( S - 5 *) I $*= rm) 
3.6 

This feeing true of any of a complete basis of states, one 

may conclude that 

Ai A 
Ù- Ù » S-S So 

A i 
S-- s- A ± A 

à à 
» 3.7 
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The connection betwen the Bose creation and annihilation 

operators on the one hand, and the spin lowering and raising 

operators on the other, is known as the Holstein-Primakoff 

transformation. This is readily derived as follows 

The spin raising and lowering operators satisfy 

This being true for all the basis states, it follows that 

Indexing for Bravais lattice site, and also defining 

the Holstein-Primakoff transformation for nuclear spin 

and hence in terms of the Bose operators 

5*7 S* = VS+w-uty $*/»?> « /S~Ts*a 15= w> + r*r?+i 

3.9 

3.10 

Similarly^ 

S ~ I S?i rrrfy ' /Stm, à+ | S rrrj 5 

- àVs-t J? I S^rn?> -dV?S - àrJ I rrr?) 

3.,ll 

so 

3.12 

r= 3.13 
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we may express the Suhl-Nakamura Hamiltonian in terms 

of Bose operators. For the purpose of demonstrating spin 

wave nature, only terms quadratic in the Bose operators 

need be retained. This approximation allows for the ex¬ 

istence of spin waves, but treats them as free particles. 

Throwing out the constant and higher order terms, the 

Hamiltonian becomes 

- Z !(/,»»){ /-S I'd/d, f a„)i 
„ . * 2S ( Ôt'Smt à,àl)} 

i A Z l - S (,,1, - I S/ St] 

+ c’/sr C k/t d/bt J 
3*14 

The Hamiltonian allows for intersite coupling only 

through the exchange parameter J(l,m)By the assumption 

that all the spins are well-situated on Bravais lattice 

sites, J(l,m) must satisfy 

J ( /- Pn) - X {wrt-i) 3*',15 

where 1 and m are both ordered triplets consisting of the 

coordinates of the respective lattice site positions in 

a coordinate system consisting of three vectors spanning 

the lattice; the difference between two ordered triples 

is defined as the ordered triple of the differences between 

respective members of the two ordered triples for which 

the difference is being taken.1 
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Then J(l,m) corresponds to the amplitude for mutual 

electronic spin flips between the two lattice sites; such 

mutual spin flips will give rise to collective effects 

in the spin lattice. 

We introduce explicitly electronic spin wave operators 

in order to express collective effects, which are defined 

by the lattice transform of the Bose operators: 

where N is the number of sites over which the sum is taken, 

and X * is the position vector of the site 1. k is the 

wave vector of the spin wave operator. The inverse trans¬ 

formations of (3.16) are given by 

where the summation on the right is over all wave vectors 

in the first Brillouin zone. The spin wave operators 

satisfy the Bose commutation relations: 

3.16 

3.17 

A 4- A 

Substituting the spin wave operators, we obtain 

3.18 



the Hamiltonian: 

' lM * yi fc, ht] 
V 
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Z J u-m) {[-S (L ;+ - , 7 
jf.wi A fe' £ à 
* M*.' i n M vw* 

’ «w.  ;  
N 

;Jh'r r C+t . : ^   *wi \ m > i [ e 

N 

? A/ 

»"• 4 'j } 
<Wj 
«? /v 

♦ A i ,E f- s . I 2 e ■*-' v 7 
' A-!' 1 

-* 2 i/sx [ 21/ e 
* 

;>•£> > o 
^ ■b< + e 

= i,H» £ vS *i V £e 
fe.V —— . 

✓7T 
A* A ■ . •,(*-*)• r, 

, e 
N a 

»& vT< a* 
vir 

■fc Ho £ ^ t/ b 

+ [ S Z ^4_al fZ j|'/.w)e
,(~"-1”-r' ( , ; 

- L 2 5 Z, a- V f £ J(l-m)e"-Sj)J&~~)] 
■££ 2ri ^ "** l 

+ JS £, Tlt-m,)*-1' £'~~~] 
kb SN I,** 
w* »... * 

r. 
»**• ' »*•» /»? 

)] 

f A S f-StTkJ - IA^, ^ V ( f e 
VDA / VW* 

;r *-*')• * **» U*A 

" & A* A 

em AZW 
•fe.< 
MAI < 

■*•>& â,t>r + e-iA-'_kb« J 

v/77" /F 
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= -t H.f £ 'é ^ t Z t,+ b, J 

^ ^ «h A 

+ ^ Sjry *^r ^ JMwcfii&' +£ 3U)N<£iJt‘)] 

- /as £. a; $v ^ rJU)e
ifi-i')'i> ->^E~) 

£,k' . _ 
^ ?M 

t JS £ *&(**'/y T/ \ -UA-A').rt iA'-r^\x 
* *' finit- JWe ~ V ~ / j 1 c 1 V, "7 *• 

e 

€ 

f *f£(-sb/b,)f-iAZàS 
% 

àè 

l<Ss A EL [ e ^ àk ij + 1 * f 7 
i.» ~7r **b'J 

i f/* /e £ 
k 

A <A 

utu-ILlt, Va* f'J 

WA 

' 2S*f ^5^-J) - 2S4J £ %â*j (k) 
4 + ^ 

iA £ <U ^ i- /\ Cf-Sfc/t/] *■ a/i/rs £ Ie ^ ~ % tu 
ji? ““ «i 1 ? *J fo f «f i (A» * 

. »-A? • 0 * +• 
t e bi] 

3.19 

where the lattice transform of the exchange parameter is 

defined by 

£ e S~ JYi) 
* 

3.20 

Then we define the unperturbed Hamiltonian as 

?/.» £ %fUo>« t as/Fl'fW-ya)-^-*))- IA] 
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3.21 

where the occupation number operators are defined by 
A £ + J &Jk Qj? 
W* VU- vwt 

4 A +• , 

rh-- b, b, 
3.22 

The unperturbed Hamiltonian is diagonalized in a basis 

set of states of definite electronic spin wave occupation 

number, but it is perturbed by a term representing inter¬ 

action between the electronic spin wave system and the 

nuclei: A A + 

Hi- Mi/irs £ fe*'^ f 
nr nr 3.23 

3.24 

so that the full Hamiltonian is written 

% * % 
The stationary states of Ms are then characterized 

by definite occupation numbers A/A and Rjt • Bepresenting 

such a state by , its energy is just 

E- E f\l* f-tiHové 1IA] 
« .—«  —— 

<■ £ ^CU^-AS] 
j J«0 

Now in first order time dependent perturbation theory, 

t can scatter 

i N*.'Q&'y INk~<fk,k‘, fis*cfst1 y 

j Nfc , On y I Nfe-f ofrt J*\ 
iiw ‘ w— >ii> ' „ ' ' 3.26 
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where ^ is the Kroenecker delta, and where M and Q vary 
over the whole range of permissible values (thus specifying 

the state), while Vand i'are some particular values to 

which the scattering process refers; the final states 

must have identical energy with the initial states in 

order for the scattering process to occur# However, the 

predominant term in the energy is the electronic contribu¬ 

tion (in the case of large external field, or in the case 

that the exchange energy is much larger than the hyperfine 

energy^ which, as has been seen, usually holds), and the 

gain or loss of an electronic spin wave cannot be made 

up in energy by the alteration by unity of the z component 

of just one nuclear spin#' Therefore, the first order 

transitions will not occur# 

Therefore, we see that the leading transitions arising 

from the influence of "hi t are at least second order# 

Prom the preceding consideration, we see that possible 

transitions ought to conserve N •’ Second order transitions 
K. 

satisfying this condition are 

l N» ,r?*> -> | N*-c%,*',r7*+«rV'> IN*,Hz 

I —> | W*.■>•<!(*,*, IN* 

where the intermediate states are virtual, and where once 

again h and X vary over all permissible values in order 
-vu- 

10 ô i Ij 

to specify the states, while and X » $ are some 
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particular values for which scattering occurs. These 

second order transitions have the same effect as the first 

order transitions 

IN*, z?*') —> INM » ft t-cCu'-of* jt*y 

I NüJ,/?jt>—> lisZ-fc:, n«-crt,t'-hcftr> VW. WiA ' * 
3.28 

The effect consists of a mutual interchange of one unit 

of z component of nuclear spin between two nuclei, so that 

the total z component of nuclear spin remains unchanged. 

We may introduce a perturbation Hamiltonian 

having the property that it will give rise to the same 

transition amplitudes in first order which arise from 

i in second order. Then to an excellent approximation, 

or to two orders of perturbation theory,' as the case may 

be 

3.‘29 

The rate of transition between initial and final 

states of identical energy is given in second order per¬ 

turbation theory by the magnitude square of 

ary <fii%li/n><Ÿvi%/f-f> 
* n 3-3° 

for initial and final states indexed by i^f of energy E^, 

where the summation is over all possible intermediate 

virtual states indexed by n of energy E^. The corresponding 

first order rate is given by the magnitude square of 

f<fii 'V.ift.y 3.31 
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So; for the Hamiltonian H to have the same transition 

amplitudes in first order as V< has in second order, one 

must have 

r? £*- fri 3*'32 

To be sure; this equation determines the matrix elements of 

Vi / only between initial and final states of identical 

energy; however; we may set the remaining matrix elements 

to zero; since they do not contribute to the first order 

amplitudes.* 

The simplest Hamiltonian satisfying this condition 

and also giving rise to the first order transitions (3.28) 

may be written 
A O.A 

£„ JNdj'hïw 
1,V 3.33 

/ 

The matrix element of Ü• between the initial state 

I Ylt, Ox*} and the final state ^ 1 ) i y (where the elec¬ 

tronic occupation number is omitted; since it is conserved) 

is given by 

i>= jJJJ
1
) 

By (3*32); this is equal to 

  iJk ■ (Ci-fs') 

(Nk +))l/frfc+O/fr' a S 

Hi A f 25V/\? (|(0) - l/\J-['ti -AsJ 
t 
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.z T i/frktO »v e ~ ~ M-I s 
= A t ~.  & Ul4*/e.i-2SSrUqD- ÜâHl^V^M-r-teH^-As] 

' Z 

Writing^ then, a Hamiltonian for the nuclear spin 

system 

3 *'35 

A . A 

L ^kt[w^-AS} + LJ«Uj') b£ U 
H $tjl 3.37 

we introduce the nuclear spin wave operators: 

Hs= J*e bs j LA =£jp e4 

? J. ^ -jJf'O'' A 
bj, - ^ £ e - - ' L - x 

*■' *1V A 

bi, 

3.38 

Then in terms of the nuclear spin wave operators, (3*,37) 

becomes • 
A I VI 'fi' )/\ i. ^ 

VMl> ^ ~ 

4» p 

/V 
* A*£» r<' \t> u 

e - - J„ ^ ^ 
3.’39 

sincel by (3*36), JN is only a function of the difference 

between its two arguments^ and so may be written as a 

function of that difference only. Thus, we obtain 

7/w= £ftJt.>6-/is + wy»/>;7i7J* 
v J? ^ 3.^0 

where the lattice transform of the nuclear exchange is 

defined as in (3,20), and the nuclear spin wave occupation 

number operator is defined in a manner identical to the 
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corresponding definition for the electronic spin wave 

occupation number operator," which is given in (3.22)• 

The lattice transform of the nuclear exchange is given by 

(àî = h f e's ^J» 
; ( R+AVji 

, A.c £ 4-XS 

HA IS \fN 
+ 2SÆ(ÿM- - XA)- C-K H^-AS3 

Thus, the effective total Hamiltonian becomes 

14- £ +25^IA] 

3’Al 

(U./„ * 

- SAÎ 3.42 
According to this formula, owing to the interaction be¬ 

tween nuclei and electronic spin waves, the nuclear spin 

waves have a dispersion curve which depends upon the elec¬ 

tronic spin wave dispersion.» 

The essential characteristic of the approximation 

which we have made is that the electronic spin wave and 

nuclear spin wave modes are decoupled from one another, 

so that there is no correlation between the two modes.' 

We may readily compute the correlation functions in 

this approximation, which, as will be seen in a later 

section," may be used to obtain the differential scattering 

cross section for a beam of slow neutrons impinging upon 

a target system described by the Suhl-Nakamura Hamiltonian.’ 
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In accordance with (3*4-2), the time dependence of the 

spin wave operators is purely harmonic, and may be written 

W* SAtu. 

bt d)= bj U) eiü"^U b* A). U h) 
^ W Vhu 

where the dispersion relations are given by 

* _lA] 

i, <J«| IJt )=f-t;H.4 * -ti'rs ** 

3.43 

5ft] 
In the notation of section X, we readily obtain 

^ e $Atà]>= ^e'^*** 

^ C M, b^(0j>:6 w (Ci)jb /«) b*^J) = & 
1AM U*A 

3.45 

To lowest approximation^ the lattice transforms of the 

spin operators are simple multiples of the corresponding 

Bose spin wave operators,1 Using the relation (10,20), . , 

A, . - ZS€-’ '-H 

| _ g- <iki°)si(i)>* ^ i- ë l;u«(A|/3 
<-S*'<y S* M> 

i- e 

iuWA)t 

<I,fo ira "" -ïIe 

' UM 
/- e 

- fcw^fA)j(3 

3.^6 

where /h is defined by ( 10,11 ) 

The absence of correlation between the electronic 

spin wave and the nuclear spin wave systems corresponds 
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to the absence of interference between between nuclear and 

magnetic scattering*’' The normal modes in the approximation 

treated in this section are purely electronic or purely 

nuclear^ so that in neutron scattering processes involving 

just one spin wave', there is only a transfer of energy between 

the neutron and just one of the two systems.1 If, however, 

the spin wave system is treated in higher orders of perturba¬ 

tion theory^ it is found that there is an admixture between 

the nuclear and electronic modes, which gives rise to inter¬ 

ference in neutron scattering.' 
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IV, BASIC NEUTRON SCATTERING THEORY 

Scattering may be treated via time dependent perturba¬ 

tion theory as a transition between states, which are 

stationary in some convenient Hamiltonian, caused by the 

influence of a perturbation associated with the interaction 

between the particle and target system. Generally, one 

chooses the unperturbed Hamiltonian to be that for a free 

particle, and computes the rates of transition between 

states of definite momentum," Since particles in scatter¬ 

ing experiments are generally detected at such distances 

from the target that the interaction between target and 

particle is negligible, this procedure generates transition 

amplitudes which can be experimentally measured. 

Let and be the initial and final states 

of target and particle; let the interaction between particle 

and target be denoted by V,< Then, according to first 

order time dependent perturbation theory, the rate of tran¬ 

sition from the initial state to the final state is given 

by Fermi*s Golden Rule 

where is the density of states per unit energy about 

. 
In order to obtain , we consider the quasi¬ 

continuum of particle momentum eigenstates in a large 
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box of dimensions LX LXL, Then a complete set of normal¬ 

ized states is given by 
v./ -L -iK-r 
WK L 4.2 

Imposing periodic boundary conditions upon these wave 

functions^ it follows that permissible values of k 

satisfy 
2 TT / ^ A A \ 

K « ~ ( X?v V t j l- rt* 2 ) 

where n V n^ and nz must be integers.' Hence, the number 

of states per unit volume in wave vector space is (arr) > 

and the density of states per unit energy is given by 

p 1 de 
Using spherical coordinates, 

JK= I K^Jlkl J-O- ’ \AJk-. \A*+1 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

where ft is the solid angle which gives the direction 

of X •> Writing the non-relativistic kinetic energy 
VWS 

IKr* £ * 

where 
2 vrn 4 .'6 

yyy? is the mass of the particle, the density of 

states per unit energy is 

2 HJJ 

HenceV the transition rate between the initial and final 

states may be written 

V- fl<filvl ltf "ll&l JSL 
i 

4.8 
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Our result for the density of states does not take into 

account the target system states,1 If the target system 

states may be treated incoherently, as is generally per¬ 

missible, in order to obtain the total transition rate 

for the particle alone we need only sum (4.8) over all 

target system states consistent with conservation of energy 

and weighted by their canonical probability.1 

The differential scattering cross section is defined 

as the area of a perpindicular cut of a colimated mono- 

energetic incident beam through which pass the same number 

of incident particles per unit time as scattered particles 

which pass through a unit ster-radian per unit time in a 

given direction; the differential scattering cross section 

is the cross section for scattering the particles to a 

final state of given definite energy per unit energy inter¬ 

val*1 Since the incident particle wave functions have been 
3 

so normalized that just one is found in a volume L , it 

follows that 

ll/j I / L3 = 1| u , 
VHA *T f 

pass through a unit area perpindicular to the incident 

beam in a unit time,* where V; is the velocity of the 

incident particles, which are taken to be in the momentum 

eigenstate having definite momentum J< > • The rate at 

which particles are scattered through the solid angle 

e/ J? is given by 

4.10 
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so that the area of the incident beam through which pass 

the same number of particles per unit time as are scattered 

through one ster-radian at the angle in question is 

dcr I Kfl rmq £ 

/i? = üïï7SÏV KWWŸ#>/ 4.U 
This result appears to depend on the dimensions of 

the boxj but in fact this is not so^ since the normaliza¬ 

tion factors ( !/U5/Z on the two wave functions will cancel 

the factor Thus, redefining at this point the nor¬ 

malization of the particle wave functions to be 

ŸK = e'^'~ 
4.12 

the scattering cross section becomes 

àS - I Kf I nr?I 2 ]/[]/■} \ si \j/ v i
2 

4SI ' Tt-ïZZTi* 4.13 I Ki ) fzirVH 
WM 

Letting L-^co , we eliminate the influence of the box 

upon the experiment. (4.13) gives the cross section for 

scattering from an incident state of definite wave vector 

ki to a final state of definite wave vector k’+ . 
VVH 

VV
*
A 

If the incident beam, though possessing definite 

wave vector, is yet not in a definite state, then it can¬ 

not be described by a single state vector.- Instead, the 

more general density matrix description must be employed. 

According to the density matrix description, the incident 

beam may be treated as a weighted incoherent sum over 

state vectors in which the density matrix is diagonalized; 

thus, the scattering cross section for an incident beam 
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which is a mixed ensemble is simply the sum of the cross 

sections associated with the eigenstates of the density 

matrix for the incident beam weighted by the probabilities 

(corresponding eigenvalues of the density matrix) with 

which these states occur. The expression for the scattering 

cross section in this case becomes 

is    

da Z "P; i£| 
I k,i (*Trt ti I K,'l ünrr 4,l4 

where is the probability of the initial state 

i Ÿ; > 1 and the summation in f is over the final states, 
each having some definite wave vector, in which the scatter¬ 

ed particle passes through the requisite angle (where a 

complete set is chosen subject to these conditions )•< 

Again, generally^ a large target system cannot be 

described by a single state vector^ but is a mixed ensemble 

described by a density matrix,1 If the target system is 

in thermal equilibrium, the eigenstates of the requisite 

density matrix are energy eigenstates, with probabilities 
-f 

given by the canonical distribution,' Letting p i be 

the canonical probability of the target system being in 

the given initial stated the scattering cross section is 

given by the incoherent sum 

i(r t _ n | KfJ yvn1 i   .2 

S' jWfg ,3* 4,15 

where the summation in f is over all states of a complete 

set in which the particle has some definite wave vector 

which passes through the requisite angle, the target system 
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has definite energy, and for which the energy is conserved*1 

Thus, the summation in (4.15) over the index f is a sum¬ 

mation restricted to just certain states which conserve 

energy7 by which it is meant that the final state possesses 

the same energy as the initial state; since the various 

initial states have differing energies," the summation in 

f must be performed for each particular value of i before 

the summation in i can be performed.' 

Restricting the summation in f in (4.15) to final 

states in which the particle possesses the energy E, (4.15) 

gives the cross section for scattering the particle to 

p 
a final state of given definite energy E.' If £■ is 

the energy of the particle in the initial state, tEi 

the energy of the target in the initial state,' and 

the energy of the target in the final stated by conserva¬ 

tion of energy 

Pr tr- tr E; + E; - E + E* 

so that for any i^f in the summation 

I = JE if ( f£; + *E;- E- *£*) 
T# If 

where E is magnitude of an infinitesimal interval 

about the energy E satisfying (4.l6). (Equation (4.17) 

is really a statement about the limit properties of a 

small energy interval in which is contained a function 

modeling the Dirac delta function.) Then the cross sec- 
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tion is given by 

A dsi ) = Z y, y I k-f/ hr? 

ÜS l<Klvl*f>l x l£-1 <>n)T 

% <f ( Ei *■ *£ i ~ F - ) e/ E 

Therefore^ the differential scattering cross section is 

4.18 

c/ 
Z<r ^ -t K? I kf.i 2 

«/£ ,/e if ^ r> HfOvl^yi 
Ik*') (vr)xk* 

X Orf f£; ^£i-e- *£*) 
But since the Dirac delta function vanishes unless the 

4.'19 

energy is conserved ^ the summation in f need no longer be 

restricted to states in which the energy is conserved; 

the only restriction is that in the final state, the 

particle must definitely have the energy E in a state of 

definite wave vector pointing in the requisite direction.' 

Consequently7 the summations in i and f in (4,19) may be 

performed independently over all the basis states in 

which the incident particle wave vector is and the 

scattered particle wave vector is V* .’ 

Performing the summation in (4.119) first over the 

particle coordinates7 we are left with an expression for 

the differential scattering cross section in terms of target 

system parameters •" For the types of scattering inter¬ 

actions involving the slow neutron with which we shall 

deal7 (nuclear and magnetic scattering), the summation 

in neutron coordinates may be performed in such a manner 

that an analysis of experimental data yields directly 

information about the structure and dynamics of the target.1 
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V. THE SCATTERING OP SLOW NEUTRONS PROI1 BOUND NUCLEI AND 
ITS APPLICATION TO THE STUDY OP A NUCLEAR SPIN WAVE 
SYSTEM. 

The interaction potential V in (4.'19) must contain 

terms associated with the interaction between the slow 

neutron and the atomic nuclei in the target system. Since 

the de Broglie wavelength of the slow neutron is of the 

order of one angstrom, which is some 10 times larger 

than the dimensions of the nucleus, the interaction with 

the nucleus will give rise to s wave scattering only.' 

Therefore^ the Fermi pseudo-potential given by 

= b 

2-^ <f (jf- R*) 

(where b is the amplitude for scattering an incident 

neutron of definite wave vector to a final state of definite 

wave vector in the s wave scattering from target nuclei 

which are rigidly bound; r is the position operator of 

the neutron^ R. is the position operator of the nucleus 
/^**v J. 

at lattice site 1^ and m is the mass of the neutron) is 

fully equivalent to the actual interaction potential in 

the first Bom approximation developed in the last section.' 

The interaction potential between the incident neutron 

beam and the lattice of atomic nuclei may then be written 

>/ . £ t ( <f( r- Rt) 
$ 

5.2 
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More generally, however, if the nucleus has a non¬ 

zero spin, then b will depend on the relative orientation 

of the spin of the nucleus and the neutron, and must be 

written as an operator (Schwinger) which is isotropic in its 

dependence upon the nuclear and neutronic spins; 
A 

5*3 

where A and B are real numbers independent of spin, and 
A 

J,? is the Pauli spin operator for the neutron* The follow¬ 

ing consideration shows that A and B can be determined from 

b+ and b_, the scattering amplitudes associated with the cases 

of parallel and antiparallel alignment between the neutron 

and nucleus respectively* 

The eigenstates of the operator for total spin of the 

interacting neutron and nucleus, t~ + fli have spins which are 

either I+| or I-§; the former case corresponds to parallel 

alignment of spins for which the scattering amplitude is b+, 

the latter case corresponds to antiparallel spin alignment 

for which the scattering amplitude is b_y There are 

2(I+£)+l states having spin I+J and 2(I-§)+l states of spin 

I-f in the basis set of states of well defined total spin*' 

By conservation of angular momentum, the neutron-nucleus 

which is definitely in one of these basis states can be 

scattered only in such a way that it remains in the same 

spin state* 

The scattering amplitude for a state ) 11 i ) of total 

spin I+ir is given by 
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b+ = < I i\x^> 
while similarly, the scattering amplitude for a state 

\ I - H ) of total spin is given by 

b. * <x- h I feli-4> 

5» 

5.5 

The square of the total spin 
^ .A A 

t = i a ■> x 5.6 

is given by 
_L ^ ^ 
l) C +• J. + 

./l 
<T Ï 

- | t KitOti-f 

so that from (5*3) the scattering amplitude operator may 

be written 

5.7 

fe = A + 8 C tz- | _ x CX-HOI 5.8 

Substituting the expression (5*8) into (5.A-) and (5.5)» 

we obtain 

b+ = <r + i|/4+ (Xu)] 1 r + i > 

= A •* 1 5 (ft* i)(i + })-1 

=4+181 

b_. <"1-41 A + | f *l-|- JIXH)J I r--k> 

= i 6 C f T-£Hl *i)-! - Jfr-n)] 

- A+ 2 8/-X-1) 

5.9 

5.10 
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Therefore, A and B are given in terms of b+ and b_ by 

A = 
?Iti 

^ R: (l+0b+ - 3Tb_ 
2. O       Ç-12 

2X + 1 
Letting the incident neutron beam have a spatial wave 

function | j<i) of definite wave vector kS' and letting 

the scattered neutron have a spatial wave function 

of definite wave vector Jkf , the integration over 

neutron position coordinates in (4-.19) is given by 

<v"nlJ<t> = Z 

v ; ( Kï- K*) L 
- b e ~ ~ b, 

je 5.13 

For the sake of simplification at this point, we will 

treat Rj as a classical vector (the Bravais lattice vector) 

in the following discussion* This simplification is equiv¬ 

alent to completely ignoring the phonon modes in the target 

system* Then (5.13) becomes 

</ \/^ | )= ]/77 b 5.1^ 
where b* is the lattice transform of the Schwinger scattering 

amplitude operator, which can be written 

t;(K^=[vï\rA(Mj<) + i ?>( vh + crî.l)ï £* 
where the term cf(k) is equal to unity whenever J< is 

a reciprocal lattice vector, and zero otherwise. Neglecting 

recoil (which would excite the phonon modes), that part of 

the interaction potential which contains terms which create 

or annihilate spin waves is just that part of the interac- 

rSi A 

I* M) 5.15 
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tlon potential which gives rise to inelastic scattering, 

since the creation or annihilation of a spin wave via 

neutron scattering necessitates a change in the energy of 

the neutron. Therefore, the inelastic differential scat¬ 

tering cross section may he obtained from (4,19) by using 

the interaction potential 

where only terms to lowest order in the Bose operators 

have been retained; no summation in neutron position 

coordinates remains to be performed. Thus, when using 

(5*15) in (4,19)» the initial and final states refer to 

spin wave occupation number and neutron spin only. It 

is seen that the difference in energy between the incident 

and scattered neutron equals the energy of the nuclear 

spin wave which was created or annihilated in the process 

of scattering the neutron inelastically; further, the 

difference in wave vector between the incident and scattered 

neutron equals the wave vector of the associated nuclear 

spin wave. The latter assertion must be qualified, however, 

A spin wave does not possess a unique wave vector, but 

rather a set of wave vectors each differing from the others 

by a multiple of a reciprocal lattice vector. Hence, if 

we refer to a spin wave strictly by its wave vector in the 

first Brillouin zone, then we can only say that the difference 

in wave vector between the incident and scattered neutron 

equals the wave vector of the associated nuclear spin 
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wave plus some multiple of a reciprocal lattice vector; 

this may be referred to as pseudo-momentum conservation. 

Pseudo-momentum conservation is bound up with the relation 

where £ is any reciprocal lattice vector. 

Making use of energy conservation and pseudo-momentum 

conservation, neutron scattering data may be used to 

obtain the nuclear spin wave dispersion. 

If the incident beutron beam is fully polarized in 

the positive z direction, only the second term in (6.16) can 

contribute to the matrix element 

since the first term acting upon the initial state on the 

left vanishes. Therefore, in this case, the inelastic 

differential scattering cross section is 

where - k is the difference between the scattered state 

wave vector and the incident state wave vector (which is 

given by the energy and angle at which the differential 

scattering cross section is measured), Ai is the difference 

between the energy of the scattered neutron and the energy 

of the incident neutron, and E^( JK ) is the nuclear 

spin wave dispersion law, is the canonical probability 

of the nuclear spin wave state of wave vector (not 

necessarily in the first Brillouin zone) being occupied by 

riK spin waves, which is 

A /\ 

5.17 

<t.l V;™.| ltf> 5.18 

5.19 
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g-^EN^/AT 

l e-*V'j<li«!*)lkT 5.2, 
17^6 

where is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute 

temperature of the nuclear spin wave system. 

The summation in (5*19) is a problem in statistical 

mechanics, in this case quite simple, A general method 

for handling summation problems of this nature involves 

the use of correlation functions. Our calculation of the 

differential scattering cross section for the scattering 

of neutrons by a target containing coupled nuclear and 

electronic spin waves (described by the Suhl-Nakamura 

Hamiltonian) will utilize the correlation function approach,' 



VI. MAGNETIC SCATTERING 

20 
The Foldy transformation of the Dirac equation 

shows that to a good approximation the dependence upon 

the electromagnetic field of the Hamiltonian for a neutron 

moving at non-relativistic speeds is given by 

ft = im If I - M ' H ' ■ ( E v p ) ) 
- 

2.rw)C V* E 
where H and E are the magnetic and electric fields, and 

A 

M is the anomolous magnetic moment of the neutron, 

experimentally found to be about 

M = (-1. ?/) (§£c) <T =. ) or C.mC ! Net ' ZftyCl ^ 

6.1 

6.2 

The first term in (6.1) is the non-relativistic kinetic 
A 

energy of a neutron having momentum p .' The second 

term is the energy associated with the orientation of 

the neutron* s magnetic dipole with respect to the mag¬ 

netic field.' The third term is the spin orbit interaction; 

it is the energy associated with the orientation of the 

neutron* s magnetic dipole with respect to the magnetic 

field which is obtained from the applied electric field 

by transforming to coordinates in which the neutron is 

at rest. The fourth term, the Foldy term, is associated 

with the zitterbewegnung of the neutron by which the neu¬ 

tron probes the local differential properties of the 
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field.' 

The ratio of the spin orbit term or the Foldy term 

to the second term in (6.1) is of the order M /c ; we 

shall completely neglect the spin orbit and Foldy terms 

in our treatment of neutron scattering. 

The magnetic field in a solid is due to the magnetic 

dipole moments of the electrons, the magnetic dipole moments 

of the nuclei, and the motion of the electrons.1 We shall 

ignore the contribution to the magnetic field due to the 

magnetic dipole moments of the nuclei7 since the nuclei 

have gyromagnetic ratios of the order three or four orders 

of magnitude smaller than the gyromagnetic ratios of the 

electrons. 

That component of the magnetic field acting upon 

the neutron which is due to the magnetic moment and motion 

of an electron which is indexed by d is 

velocity. The differentiation is to be performed with 

respect to the position of the neutron.1 The first term 

in (6.3) is the dipole contribution; the second term is 

the current contribution.1 

Therefore^ the interaction potential between the 

6.3 

where rd is the position of the electron, and yd is its 

neutron and the electron may be written 



The matrix element of (6*4) between incident and scattered 

neutron states of definite momentum is given by 

where p, is the momentum of the electron, and in is its 

mass^ and the differentiation is by r».* 

Performing the integration is facilitated by expressing 

the argument of V in terms of the eigenfunctions of 

V » so that V may be replaced by its eigenvalues. 

First, using the identity 

A 

which becomes upon setting r*=r-r 

6.6 

6.7 

(6.6) becomes 
A 

* [-* ■/ 
V(

!P^~AC$) * J 6.8 

The Fourier transform of f7'i is 
y ** 

.ill»*' 
e 
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= J W H-ïï - 4IT „ J  n J
"“ Iwii ~ f*»rt lu* “ 2J71 I&I'1- 6.9 

Inverting the Fourier integral, we obtain 
, ûû i 1* r 
— — ( j i e ^ “ 
l£l = i 7 6.10 

Substituting (6.10) into (6.8), the matrix element of 

V. becomes 
d . r A t , 

tv' \J 1 i r e e x 

* H ii x C x i£ 1]- £J x ] 

= ^ f J) “Mi *#-*.) e-i (*(-*•■)■£ x 

* [i-£?4*ciù*4l+£,ftx*lJ] 

= ^ $ 46- t C £ijj x 

I X/- K;|
3 

^ . -w - » 4 K • r4 
- tn-f A-IÂKX (*<«>£i<) + P-lx**] e “ - 6.11 

where 
A ^ 

AK- Kf-Ki t 6 ,1? VU. V* * vwxo | /I |<> | 

In the case where the electron is in a localized 

atomic orbital, the second term in (6.4) is the contribution 

of orbital angular momentum to the interaction. In many 

cases of interest, the total orbital angular momentum 

is quenched by the crystalline field, so that the second 

term goes to zero when summed over all the atomic electrons 

at a given lattice site. In the following discussion 
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we will ignore the contribution to the orbital angular 

momentum to the interaction. 

Summing (6,11) over the atomic electrons at a given 

lattice site (for which the lattice site is not indexed 

at this point), the magnetic interaction isA 
/ A A -w * A [/ , f* I 

Vrwj - ^7T H M • C A kx ( MJ x A K) 7 e~ **■ 

= tt-ÏÏM- CAKxffnxAK) 
lv- ^ 

where 

MA* 
X e 
i/ 

AKrJ 
UA 

6.14 

Generally, the difference in energy between the ground 

atomic (or ionic) state, which we may assume to be a state 

of definite total spin, and the energy of states differing 

in spin, is more than an order of magnitude greater than 

the thermal energies of slow neutrons. If this is,true, 

then we may take all initial and final electronic states 

to possess the same definite spin with negligible error. 

Then by the Wigner-Eckart theorem, (6.14) is proportional 
A 

to S , the total electronic spin. Letting rfl( be the 

position operators of the electrons with respect to the 

nucleus at Bravais lattice site 1, the proportionality is 

given by a form factor 

£ SJ e‘~ ~rJ - F(Al<) Sx 
J ^ ^ 6.15 

F( Aj< ) may be determined by taking the expectation of 

the z component of (6.15) in the ground state I > ; 
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<•)! S/l3> F(AJ<)= £<sl s/e'‘ l^} 
J ■ J 6.16 

Defining the spin density operator for the d'th electron 

by 
* ? S j (fj ) = I rj > < r«j I 

the expectation of the spin density operator for the 

d*th electron is 

<Sj(rj)>* <3lrj>s/<rjl1> 
Wu, * Vie J 

so that (6.16) becomes 

F f£.k)= <JTJ7ip ZJJrje ~ > 

= <7iJ177j> fj>r'è‘û-k'r T,<slfr')> 
Defining the normalized spin density operator by 

«*<£')» Z 
1 iJ

 ^l>- 

7 <î's/lj> 
the form factor is 

F(/\KH {c/V'e" ~ z0-77) 
NAA-W 

Using (2.6), (6.2), and (6.21), the expression (6.13) 

becomes A 

" R /u 1 vj,* ( t ) £ ' ~ x 

* oLr4k:x(Si>y^K)J 

Noting that the matrix elements of (5*1) between 

incident and scattered neutron states of definite wave 

6.17 

6.18 

6.19 

6.20 

6.21 

6.22 
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vector can be written 

<i.'v/n \KO--e''~ 
S’ (A*i Bi-Ij) 

VU. 

it is seen that both (6.22) and (6,23) have the same 
A 

dependence on R1, and (6.23) has the same dependence on 
/v 

<y as the second term of (6.22). Thus, both nuclear 

and magnetic scattering potentials may be represented in 

the same form . 

6.23 

Vf = e" 
-i £5 • fl, , * ̂ ^ A , 

6.24 

where and J2>s are operators depending on target system 

variables alone. 
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VII. THE DIFFERENTIAL SCATTERING CROSS SECTION IN TERMS 
OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS: THE VAN HOVE APPROACH 

The magnitude squares of the interaction potential 

matrix elements occuring in the summation in (4.19) are 

where the summation is performed in both i and f • In the 

form (4.19)» the summation in the i index is weighted by 

a probability factor, while the summation in f is weighted 

by a Dirac delta function factor; these weight factors 

prevent the use of closure in performing either summation. 

However^ Van Hove's approach evades this difficulty, and 

gives the requisite summations in terms of a correlation 

function. 

It will be necessary to deal with the neutron and 

target system wave functions seperately, so let us write 

the eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian as 

lYi> = / Vi, >i‘Til>, 7<2 
where the first factor on the right hand side depends 

only on neutron coordinates, and the second factor only 

on target system coordinates. Such a seperation is possible, 

since the unperturbed Hamiltonian contains no interaction 

term between the neutron and target system. 
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Then we may write (4,19) as 

c/2cr r1 * I j<* I m?2 

ctSlàü ■'.f |P; I K.| (jrriV 

x<r('E 

|< *>| x 

7.'3 

The Fourier transform of the Dirac delta function occuring 

in (7.3) is 

oT('E; + tEi-E-1£f)= dVAEt *£;-♦£*) 
oo 

' fflü 1 ^ 
4('AE + tEi-tEt)t 

-a> 

where the change in neutron energy is 

A E = P f; - E 

Substituting (7.4) into (7*3)» 

J'<r . ^ f#/+p**AFtr to V I-^1 

JüJE Z7^ V. }“f P' 

7.4 

7.5 

I K/l (zn) ^ VM« 

x <• p-ti,|<‘Y5.Iv l%;>I',> 

= à f £ ‘p > ill' 
*,*''! k.| 

x ✓ r 
7 J6 

where m is the target system Hamiltonian,' since 

ei<EYl'>- e UV*> 7.7 

We define a time dependent interaction potential 

which is the Heisenberg representation of the interaction po¬ 

tential if only target system parameters are considered 

7.8 



In the form (7*6), no weight factor is any longer associat¬ 

ed with the summation in f (if we take I £fi to he of the 

requisite magnitude to satisfy conservation of energy, 

regardless of what the state indexed by f is; in fact, 

any choice whatever of the magnitude I in (4,19) for 

the states which do not satisfy conservation of energy 

will give a correct result); since this summation is 

over a basis set of neutron and target system wave functions, 

the summation may be performed by using closure: 

We define the summation of the expectation of an operator A 

in a target system state over all the target system states 

weighted by the canonical probability to be the thermal 

expectation of that operator, 

Performing the summation over target system states in 

(7.9)> the only remaining summation to be performed is 

over the incident neutron states 

so that the differential scattering cross section is ex¬ 

pressed in terms of the correlation function 

7.9 

7.10 

</2a~ _ ±_ vm I k*l 

JSUe ’ Î&I 7.11 

V vfM) 
7.12 

In the next section^ we shall perform the summation in 
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(7*11) over incident neutron states when the interaction 

potential can be expressed in the form (6.34).' 

Thus we see how the summation in target system states, 

which is a problem in statistical mechanics, may be per¬ 

formed by obtaining the relevent correlation function. 

We shall use thermal Green functions to obtain the relevant 

correlation function.1 

However7 the use of correlation functions in neutron 

scattering theory has additional advantages. Suppose that 

the correlation function (7*12) can be written as the sum 

of two parts 

such that the integral of the first term from - » to 

+ <» remains finite. Then by (7.11) the elastic scattering 

cross section is 

In many cased, the interaction operator becomes uncor¬ 

related with itself after long times, so that 

Cz - Li~ <vvV£)> 

7.13 

da U)z i 2"ft<pK./c z|
pn> 

7.1^ 

Li** v*(t) y ~l<^ i V )|2 
7.15 

and one may write 

7.16 

Writing the spectral representation of (7.13) 

7.17 
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the differential scattering cross section is given directly 

in terms of the corresponding spectral component 

JÏZ I Kfl v n 
dû Jut ' (znFtf |K;/ ^ Pi,< % I <***(»» I fy;,) 7 << 

(7*17) can^ for example, be used to determine dispersion 

laws; (7*18) relates this spectral correlation function 

to the differential scattering cross section, which can be 

determined experimentally. The correlation function (7*17) 

at zero frequencies gives information on internal structure; 

however^ we are only concerned with the detection of 

dynamic processes J 
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VIII. THE SUMMATION OVEH INCIDENT NEUTRON COORDINATES 

As we have seen, the integration over neutron position 

coordinates needed to obtain the matrix elements of the 

interaction potential results in a form for the scattering 

potential (6.3*0 for both nuclear and magnetic scattering, 

which we may use in (7*1ll) provided only neutron spin states 

are summed over.' 

Denoting these spin states by I 0ï,> instead of by 

I 
pŸi > » summation we seek to perform is 

<°V vv/*a) ' ft1 i, °* 1 

where the probability weights are eigenvalues of the density 

matrix P for the spin of the incident neutron beam, and 

where the spin states over which the summation is performed 

are such that they constitute a complete basis in which 

y° is diagonalized. Hence, we may write 

/>= £ "ft, I Ci.X <T;,| 

so that the expectation of an operator D in the ensemble 

of spin states is 

<D>= X nPi,<^ill Ê ICTi,> 

r Z <<Ti,l * pi, \ D J<T,(> 
V< 

- Z <<n, I PPI <ri' > <r CTi,'! D I <ri, > 
». V 

8.2 
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- 2, <&it i p o I o\> - fa p D 

'' 8.3 
/s 

The expression for the expectation of D in terms of the trace 

of the product of the density matrix and D is the more 

general form, since the trace is an invariant under change 

of basis states. 

From (8.3) it is seen that the ensemble will behave 

just as if it were prepared with fixed proportions of the 

neutrons definitely in the respective eigenstates of the 

density matrix. However, given that the density matrix of 

the ensemble is /o , one cannot infer that the beam is 

composed of neutrons each one of which is definitely in 

one of the eigenstates of , since a quite different 

preparation of the system could yet have an identical 

density matrix; there are an infinite number of (not 

necessarily orthonormal) classes { Iffy] of spin states 

such that 

< D> 
r—i in y A 

£ Pi, <X I of > 8A 

so that the density matrix can be expressed in terms of 

any one of these classes by 
r? / ~ 

/>- % X I^K^I 

Since the total probability is unity 

8.5 

8 .'6 

the density matrix satisfies 

MP* ^ 8.7 
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The polarization of the incident beam is the ensemble 

average of the spin 

p= < ir>= fop & 
Since the neutron is a spin \ particle^ its (non-relativ* 

istic) density matrix is a 2 <*2 matrix, and can be rep¬ 

resented as 
. A A 

p- Vl + W- o =* yl W; 

8.8 

Then A A 

fa (per). = fa Vcr- + fa Wi Q- 
' Vwu \ J J 

- A 
A A 

\A/ j c* > cr* * 

and since 
/v A 

o-i o-j = oT^ + ; f/j* ah 

this becomes 

( fa P<r) •. - 2~ ^ w - P/2 

Using (8.9)V (8.7)^ and (8.12)^ it follows that 

P* i ( '*£■*) 
Summing (6.34) over all Bravais lattice sites, the 

net interaction potential can be written 
A 

_ - i k & ■ &Jt , A A A V 

V-Ze ~ - {£>+«> ■*) 

Therefore^ the requisite summation in incident neutron 

states^ (8.'l ) 7 becomes 

8.9 

8.10 

8.11 

8.12 

8.13 

£ Pi, <cr«*, / V'U'VtH 0"i,> 

8.14 
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= 2. A imjp.£)e~ A * ^ +■ oil ' 0“ ) X 
VAA WA ' 

. A + . A t A \ 
X (yâj'(i)to(jt'(t)'Cr ) e 

A A A _J_ 

V' 

4- 2 A, */'%) <x* + 2 9-j 
Jk J 1 J 

j>A 

A /;^ A -t- A A 
A
 ( A4 (A) i A A A ^ ‘45 

X Pi o(| J!^T(4) <n ffj f £ Pi ct/w lt) <r,aj<rA]e 5 

A A 

‘/J 

where of^ 1 is the cartesian component of and 

8*15 

where the trace is to be performed in neutron spin states 

only* 

To evaluate (8*15) » one must know the traces of prod¬ 

ucts of components of the spin operator* When =0, 

< o~i) =0. But then 1 » and < O')*Uph-0l hence 

, A 

À 07 “ 0 

The Pauli matrices satisfy 

A. A . / A 

°7 Œj * +■ 

so that 

A A A . , 
ta 07 dj cr% = 2 ) t ij fe 

Applying these formulae to (8.15)» we find that 

8.16 

8.17 

8.18 
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£npi»<0i,|VV(t:)}ff'.,> = 

r“? « ) ZI k * *» A ^ jr ^ ^ ) y\ 4- 
le - - [ AeA'ft) J^/rt^ 

+ S PiÂ^^oO,* + 2 lJ^ i JO 

+ ? -S P» cfl -fy Vi) 6,j£ J e 
>d«- fcrft) 

Ww 

r» r A /' + /. * »t/N 
~ ^ [ fit fit'lï) i o( t • o({‘(■£) 

V' 
* /\ 

+ P ' J3j> Olg'(t) + P' o/je fin'(-k) 
-* I/UA 

+ P* ( <Xi ycY^'^è]]]]6 .i~ ... ' 
Î4K- f?W^) Vu. 

^ UM- 

Thus^ substituting (8.19) into (7«ll)» the differential 

scattering cross section takes the form 

12 - ' •—1 Ik fl r /. 

8.19 

<Ls 
clSUc : 

£ rV>? / kf | f / - 

îfc TM J ^ e 

A 
. >4 « • I?* 

X <f £, e ““ “* r j5Jf£p(i)ir<*f>xt,(t)+ P‘ /hdt'lt)* P'tx&tà A 
> 0 ol ^ * ***<** *m VM rf-| ff ;ax' <?*'/*) A A* , >‘4- «W? v 

f p ■ (C(JI% <*W*)}]e / 
VU* _ 

8.20 

(8.20) shows that the differential scattering cross 

section may be expressed in terms of target system cor¬ 

relation functions and only three neutron beam parameters: 

the magnitude of the momentum of the incident beam, the 

magnitude of the momentum of the scattered neutron (which 

corresponds to the energy at which the differential cross 
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section is being measured), and the polarization of the 

incident beam* It is seen that by adjusting the magnitude 

and direction of the polarization of the incident beam, 

one may emphasize the strength of the contribution of some 

of the correlation terms to the differential cross section 

as opposed to that of others# In practice, this procedure 

is limited when applied to the study of ferromagnetic 

materials7 since the magnetic field in the ferromagnet 

will depolarize the incident beam in directions not 

aligned with the magnetic field. 

Note that the second term in (6,3*0 has spin flip 

parts. Therefore, the scattering interaction has non¬ 

vanishing matrix elements between incident and scattered 

neutron states which differ in the projection of spin 

along the z axis. This gives rise to a non-zero probability 

that the spin of a noutron will flip during the scatter¬ 

ing interaction, and consequently that the polarization of 

the neutrons which have been scattered in some given direc¬ 

tion at some definite energy will not equal the polariza¬ 

tion of the incident beam,' 
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IX. A TREATMENT OP THE SCATTERED STATE POLARIZATION IN 
TERMS OP THE INCIDENT BEAM POLARIZATION AND DIFFERENTIAL 
SCATTERING CROSS SECTION 

We seek now to determine the scattered state polariza¬ 

tion in the case that the scattering interaction is once 

again of the form (8.14). The calculation is similar to 

that in section VIII, but expresses a quantity which is 

physically quite different from the differential scattering 

cross section. 

Fermi*s Golden Rule may not be used to obtain the 

scattered state polarization in the same manner that it 

was used to obtain the differential scattering cross section. 

The reason is that it involves only the rates of transition 

to various final states. The determination of the scattered 

state polarization, however, requires phase information 

as well. 

Suppose that the neutron and target are initially 

definitely in the eigenstate of the unperturbed Hamilton¬ 

ian: 

lti>= ipYi,>itri,> 
7# 1 

We assume that as a result of the scattering, the final 

state of the system is given by the wave function into 

which ( 9 * 1 ) goes as a result of the adiabatic cranking up 
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of the interaction potential. In first order perturbation 

theory, the scattered state wave function is 

ir,y= q[v(f<nMYOt L 
* f E° 9*2 

where 7? normalizes a wave function, the summation in 

f is over all basis states of identical energy with the 

initial state (the contribution of degenerate perturbation 

theory)^ the summation in f* is over all basis states 

differing in energy from the initial state, EQ is the 

unperturbed energy of the basis state indexed by f*. 

The second term of (9.2) represents a contribution 

to the scattered wave in the near zone, and is ignorable 

in the asymptotic region far from the scatterer. Then 

the scattered state is given by 

I 2 in> 
f 9.3 

Representing the basis states explicitly as the products 

between neutron states and target system states, (9.3) is 

If;/* ^ <'T*,I<"'Vf,Ivlpfi, 

9A 

A particular component of (9.*0 corresponds to a given 

energy and direction of propagation; if the experiment 

contains a spectrometer which resolves the energy and 

propagation direction of the scattered neutron, the wave 

function describing the system is then given by; such 

a particular component of (9.^) (since the measurement 
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brings about a collapse of the wave function): 

IV'iY* I v?f<ri,> 1*^)1 <V 
9.5 

where V is the matrix element of the scattering inter¬ 

action between the spatial parts of the wave functions 

for the incident and scattered states respectively (the 

latter of which is determined by the measurement). Since 

the spin commutes with the momentum, the measurement of 

the neutron's momentum brings about no collapse of the 

spin part of the wave function; hence, the summation in 

(9,5) is over all spin states, which may be performed by 

closure to obtain 

As a result of its interaction with the target system, 

the scattered neutron is no longer described by a single 

spin state. However, it is described by a density matrix, 

which is defined by (see,* for example, Landau and Lifshltz, 

Quantum Mechanics. Pergamon Press, New York, 197^) 

where the summation in f2, is over the complete basis set 

of target system states. Substituting (9,6) into (9,7), 

and using the property of orthonormality of the basis states, 

h 9.6 

s <%;\ i r>< ri itn1-> 9.7 

9.8 
h 

where 



P\r~ 1 °»,><*■»■» I 

pj 6l 

9.9 
is the density matrix of the incident beam. 

If the incident beam is not described by a spin state, 

we may still assume without loss of generality that the 

incident beam is composed of neutrons each one of which is 

in some state I <xi,') , as we have seen,' That is to say, 

a computation of the scattered state polarization based 

upon this assumption will give the correct result, provided 

the incident spin states are occupied in proportions which 

are consistent with the density matrix for the ensemble. 

The density matrix of the incident beam is given in 

terms of the probabilities of incident state occupation 

by (8,2) ,1 Since the different neutrons composing the beam 

(each one of which is now assumed to occupy some definite 

spin state) cannot interfere with one another, the density 

matrix for each scattered neutron is given by (9,8),1 

HenceÏ the density matrix of the ensemble of neutrons 

which have been determined by measurement to have scattered 

with definite energy in a given propagation direction must 

be given by the average of (9.8) weighted by the respective 

probabilities of incident state occupation 
£ pPi, £ <Aj 
* I TZ 

= z <*n,l?n,>( F 
9.10 

However7 the density matrix for the incident beam is given by 
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(8,2), which by (9.9) is 

p= z 
»i 

so that (9.10) becomes 

^<Vflivi
tri1>/5<

tvi/ûiv;+ittf1> 

9.11 

9.12 

Now we take the target system to be in a condition 

of thermal equilibrium, and not in some definite initial 

state. (That is, the target system is now assumed to have 

been prepared in such a way as to have been in equilibrium 

with a large heat reservoir.) Then by a similar consideration 

as before,' the density matrix of the scattered state is 

given by (9*12) summed over all initial target system states 

weighted by their canonical probabilities 

lvltKl>p<tl vri 
9.13 

where the summation in f« must be done first over all basis iL 

states of identical energy with i . However, the summation 

in f2 may be made unrestricted, and hence independent of 

the summation in i2 provided that we introduce a Dirac 

delta function requiring conservation of energy; then the 

scattered state density matrix may be written 

/>« £ * ?-tl vl *%>>/><*%■'! Vfl*r<2> x 
'i,h 

xar( eE;t *£.-£-*£*) 

9.1^ 

The constant of proportionality is given by the condition 

(8.7) which must also hold for the scattered state density 
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matrix* Thereforej the density matrix of the ensemble of 

neutrons which have been determined by measurement to 

have scattered with definite energy and propagation direc¬ 

tion is given by 

'>,*1 

/>' = 
9.15 

By using (8.2) and the property that the trace of a 

product is invariant under a cyclic permutation of the 

factors of its product, the denominator of (9*15) may be 

written 

A £ ‘ fi, /= < ' r,, i *i 'ft. > <c r,j v i *,> </ c ; *f;-£_ t£f) lXt 

" ^ 
fpit <

a‘i,KtfiJ V'i'l * 

* off1p£;,‘Ei-£-‘£f) 9>l6 

But by (4.19) » the expression (9.16) is simply proportional 

to the differential scattering cross section for the energy 

and propagation direction detected for the ensemble of 

scattered neutrons. Thus, (9.15) may be written 

p' j^r l 'Pu^n.i ti'r^px 

9.17 

The scattered state polarization is given in terms of 

the scattered state density matrix by 

P ~ fcnP cr 9.18 
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Combining (9*17) and (9.18),' we get 

p '• ( ) = ™?2 iK'/ r ^ 
I (2fJYtf | K| ^ Pi, pit 

~ H.\V, 

y <0*J | *'K,> I (3'i-><^l<t^lvt-£ini>|0-,i> 

x oT (AE tt £ i' t£-f) 

mj 1JO 
frn)2 V* i K| P'1 P* * x 

< K* fù I y+ 5 f '^ > t ^ V < trf j <*r/t I V it y- t > 10- ,■ > 

y of M£^ *£;-*£*) 

9.19 

Introducing the spectral representation of the Dirac 

delta function (7*4)V 

p.(p-)= j- IK) y t t l IjadGl rxt% ,Mte anW/Ki fe, P1* 

X <ro-i,1 eiEitv £*£uil\}len,> 

± {*“ , -èdCi ^?2 / y f’p tp. v. 
^ 

2rfti
 A, ^ 

e
 / M V». Pl 'H 

✓ < VJ vK I ry |trf(> <*tft/ va) I* Ÿ;t> 1 <T;( > 

9.20 

The summation in fj^fg in (9.20) is over a complete set of 

basis statesj and therefore may be done by closure: 
p. (4ÏZ, V J- rV n<'! v f_ + 
' (^£,‘^v*e «FM* TJT •• Pi> Pi*x 

'£* V1 

y < O', I <* *P;* I \/+^ '/M I * 1 cr;i> 
9.21 

The summation over initial state spin functions may be 

performed with the aid of the density matrix: 
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p' (£*)- -L- 
X ' 4aJt) " in* Jte'ïa(i L V- 

-® »i 1 1 

y AjK^fhl \/V > 

9.22 

The summation over target system states weighted by their 

canonical probabilities is expressed by a thermal expecta¬ 

tion * • 

I ** e S 7'rt> 

-a> 7»6J 

Thus, we see that the scattered state polarization may 

be written in terms of suitable correlation functions, just 

as the differential cross section itself may be so written. 

For an interaction potential of the form (8.140, the 

trace over neutron spin states in (9.23) may be performed 

explicitly. Writing the initial density matrix in terms 

of the incident beam polarization 

P-Ï (n- p-f) 9.24 

the trace is given by 
i AK • Rt f0) 

A P * ^ 1? « * h e''' A ( 1 * r S- ) i âïut * ^w ■ î ) Î- * 
, * , , ? * . -i AK - Rt 

A W* 

H * 4 ^ ^ t (o) ■ y —| ^ i. ^ A» iy A A J A i v ^ ^ \ 

- ,T< e £ 1 I +£ AtVd)o-,<r'ei‘VM 

+ £ Pi ^1 ^Je- Affo) A#(t) + Z p. >3/(o)J*(t) 
l»0 

Z Pi e • 
*4* 
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t Z: Pi ^3r**pefc#,0)cÿm } e 
> ftt'(i) 

9.25 

where the summations in 1 and 1* are over Bravais lattice 

sites, and the summations in i,j,k, or r are over Cartesian 

components. Applying (8.l6), (8.17) and (8,18), we obtain 

the additional relation 

in = A ^ (^kr + > *>rr' 

= 2^j orAr - 2 e> -c'(rker' = a + 

Applying these trace relations to (9.25)» we obtain 
~ t . A ^ 

9.26 

M' 

fc p v (o) <r v (t) « 
V •$*< ' fyM , <* f 

A A + A c e *“ f/sitt <*, 

+ i*} (o) + Pfi/(o)fi.,li)- ifih*)? 
VvK A V»v Vwv -A vw' 

- i ( PyiAo))Â^^ - P (^ho) ■ 
// % x A \ Af , A n 0 

9.27 

Substituting (9.27) into (9.23)» the scattered state polari¬ 

zation is given by 

KÏ lâAi 9 

6ir) t | K| zu ^ 
. r / , iV-*«+ xA -» AK'fo'(t) 
hi? <e ^ ~ > f' (izuk 

♦ < e'«.-5-,0U;wÂ.W 
A * 

i 4K • ft, (») A A -jAK'Rf'^K 
+ P < e ~ w fi\(o)fit'(i) e - ~ > 

>Mw 

; Ak- Ri (o) A . , . A , -jJlK ' Rt' (i) 
4i <e~ * (<*îl°)xP)fijl'h)e ~ - > 
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9.28 

If there is no spectrometer in the experiment, then 

the scattered state polarization is an incoherant sum over 

the respective polarizations of the components of (9.4). 

The reason is that the matrix element of the neutron spin 

between two neutron basis states differing in energy 

necessarily vanishes. Thus, the polarization of the 

neutrons which are scattered in a given direction becomes 

a weighted integral over the polarizations of the energy 

resolved components: 

9.29 
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X. THE SALIENT PROPERTIES OP THERMAL GREEN FUNCTIONS 

The dynamical properties of a statistical mechanical 

system are given by the thermal expectations of the 

dynamic operators in that system. Collective effects in 

the system may be studied by using two time correlation 

functions which give the correlation between two operators 

in the Heisenberg representation at differing times (which 

operators may, however, be themselves the product of any 

number of other operators which may be considered more 

basic)• 

Physically, the two time correlation functions may be 

thought of as the Fourier transform of a generalized suscepti¬ 

bility giving the response of the expectation of a first dy¬ 

namical variable arising from an external perturbation propor¬ 

tional to a second dynamical variable,1 That is to say, the 

linear response of a statistical mechanical system is depen¬ 

dent only on the properties of that system at thermal equilib¬ 

rium as given by the two time correlation functions (provided 

that the external perturbation is not too severe). As we have 

seen, the neutron differential scattering cross section and 

scattered state polarization may both be expressed in terms 

of the two time correlation functions; the differential 
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cross section is itself, in fact, a measure of the sus¬ 

ceptibility of linear response of the target system by the 

interaction with the neutron beam* The correlation functions 

may be computed with the aid of the thermal two time Green 

functions, whose salient properties we shall discuss in 

this section. 

As was previously pointed out, a system in thermal 

equilibrium with a large heat reservoir (or a system which 

was prepared by being in contact with a heat reservoir until 

none of its macroscopic properties showed any fluctuation, and 

was then isolated) may not be described by a definite 

quantum mechanical eigenstate of the Hamiltonian, but must 

be described by a density matrix which is given by statistical 

mechanics as 
J3#s 

y°5 = ; A* '/AT 
A f— ’ 10.1 

where the trace is to be performed over all system states. 
A 

Thus, the thermal expectation of a dynamical variable A is 

given by 

<-A> = A f A = Z ê* Al’Ti,) 

E é 
10.'2 

The two time correlation function of two operators 
A A 
A and B is 

A A 

= jt, ps AM 13 a) 
10.3 
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where the Heisenberg representation of the Schrodinger 

operator B is 

B{*) = 
10,4 

Then the correlation function may be written 

<Â8rt»= A eô%4 e*M<6e'*'y'fA€-B5ÿs 10.5 

Utilising the invariance of the trace under the cyclic 

permutation of the product of operators^ we obtain 

èa*‘Â e^'a e ***= U A'S/AC* 

= A A <**-*&/%'-** 

= in <Â(-t) B > 

e 10*6 

so that 

<î(o)8fi)>= 6^» 
10.7 

Thus, the time variable may be taken from the right hand 

operator to the left hand one if its sense is reversed. 

This shows that 

< A(0 &(£'))=< A (*•.*') 0> 
10.8 

Since the two time correlation function depends only on 

the difference between the two times, no generality is 

gained by letting both operators be time dependent. 

Using the cyclicity property again, we may interchange 

the order of A and B 

-&% A A%t 
Ue Ae B e = 4 8e e "Â 

in « in A 
-B'Hs 
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10.9 

so that 

<4MBft)> = < BWA(-t+ ^li)> 10.10 

If the correlation function can be analytically continued, 

(10.10) enables us to obtain that correlation function 

which is in reverse order from a given correlation function. 

However7 we may accomplish this also without using 

analytic continuation 

If the operators are dynamical variables, then they are 

Hermitean 
*+ ? A+ A 

A = A 6*= e> 

and we obtain 

A A ^ 

= <6+AV-rt> 10.11 

<ABW>^ < BA M)> 
10.13 

(10.7)» (10.10), and (10.13) were obtained with the 
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aid of (lO.l), which holds for systems in thermal equilib¬ 

rium. If the computed value of a certain correlation 

function in some approximation does not satisfy (10.7), 

(10.10)7 or (10.13), we will say that the computation 

produces a result inconsistent with thermal equilibrium. 

If; in fact; the quantity defined by (10.3) did not satisfy 

any one of these three relations; then it would follow 

that the density matrix could not be given by (10.1), and 

hence; the system in question could not be in thermal 

equilibrium. 

The commutator correlation function is defined by 

< A 6 M-Y? B m*> s < C A, B(0]> 
' 10.14 

where 

tl 
10.15 

for (Fermi) statistics.1 The commutator correlation function 

has the property that its value at t=0 is the thermal 

expectation of the (^ticommutator^ of the tw0 operators, 

which is readily given in (ferai) statistics. Note that 

by (10.7); t and -t appear symmetrically in ( 10.14); since 

thermodynamics is not invariant under time reversal, this 

leads to the suspicion that the introduction of ( 10.14) 

seperates the statistical part from the purely dynamical 

part of the problem. We shall show this rigouously; it 

will be seen that the connection between ( 10.3) and ( 10.14) 

is provided by the corresponding thermodynamic Green function. 
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If the Fourier transform of (10.3) exists, then the 

spectral correlation function is defined by 
«0 

* A J_ f . _>Wi A A 

< A J Ji e <TA 6(rt> 
~ Ob 

10.16 

while the spectral commutator correlation function is 

defined by 

<[A,BM]>= tn A, &(*)]> 
u 

-Oft 

The spectral commutator correlation function satisfies 
<%> ^ 

A A 

10.17 

n 
2T7 u* - 

00 
A /\ ^ P # - J U*t A A v 4, 

a e <AB/-t)>* 

r < A 6 - [-^j. ] A S 
-Ofc 

A y\ _ /I P** , -lut A A n 3^ 

- < A B(w>>~ die 
** o# 

= <A 6M>' H < AB(w)> 
10.18 

showing that (10.17) exists if (10.16) exists.'1 

Utilising (10.7) and (10.10), we may obtain a connec¬ 

tion between (10.16) and (10.17): 

< [ A, BM] > - ü j e <CA,8f*)]> = 

i 
2ir | ■/< e“Â8[t)>- * J 

= <46'“'>-TÏ J Ji èM< êÂ(-t>> 
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y\ y\ — % * A . -k fjj /i \ A ^ 

= <4 6M>~ V e (]-YJQ h A) <A & (u>)> 

10*19 

The relation 
A -A . _ "k (J/3 A A 

BM) > = (l-V?e )< A B (*)> 
10.20 

which is valid when (I0.l6) exists,' is a form of the spectral 

theorem* 

Generally, (10*16) cannot be assumed to exist. How¬ 

ever 7 let us define the advanced and retarded Green functions 

corresponding to (10*3) by 

The advanced and retarded Green functions together have as 

much information as (10.3); the information contained in 

the correlation function is given back in terms of the 

Green functions by the relation 

<Â B W- <A6<*)>> + <A&(*)>< 

Their Fourier transforms are defined by 

At a point w - » 6- in the lower half of the complex 

plane, the advanced Green function is 

< À B (*)>>< = 0 ( * 0< AB(t)> 
10.21 

10.23 

(AB (uJ- if )}> = 2TÎ 

-ft _> wt 
e e <A BCO> 

ù 10.24 
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which certainly exists^ provided that (10*3) is sufficient¬ 

ly well behaved, (For example,' if the ratio of (10,3) to 

some polynomial asymptotically approaches the inverse of 

a polynomial as {-*<*> , the integration (10.2^) certainly 

converges because of the exponential damping factor,) 

Similarly, the retarded spectral Green function at a point 

in the upper complex plane is 

* A v .J f . £"t - îU/f A A 

^A0(UJ + ’M/><‘~2TrJ«//O Q. A B 10 25 
- & 

which ought to exist also for sufficiently well behaved 

(10.3)J » 

If (10,19) exists, then we may transform (10.22) to 

obtain 

(A 6M)S <A f <A BM)< 
10.26 

However7 somewhat more generally, < A &M>> exists in the 

lower half of the complex plane, and < Â Q (*A>< exists in 

the upper half of the complex plane, even if <ABM) exists 

nowhere. In this case, it would be expected that <ABM> could 

still be obtained spectrally by taking the limits of the 

transforms of and <A6^>< at points very near the 

real axis; i.e., 

tz J + <A6^5(•)><] 
10.27 

In fact! the expression on the right can be written «> 
* p > (O-fr _ A A A A i . 1 J «/we [ < A l)< J 
1 ^ fJ-•-*Crrf*V**'eêf«-î> 
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♦ i* 
/ ->«*' AA 
e e »] 

= bm £- 
4-x. 2n 

I /./ f I - é i' iv(i-l') AA J J J*>e e < A B (t )> 

r r 1 ^ A A ? + J 1 c/«o e e <A6^)> / 

CS 

__ iw? [ î dt'cf (i -1') t A 6 ti') ) 6 
— f-»o 0 

O x 

+ j <>/* cr(t- + ')<'AB^>eÉ* J 
-0L> 

a 
~~ jo ')<46(t')> -h J Ji'flk-i'XA&(*')> 
00 -* 

= J é'cf(t~ï)<Âb(-t')'> = B/t)> 
10,28 

Thus7 a correlation function may very generally be represent¬ 

ed spectrally in terms of its associated Green functions. 

The commutator advanced and retarded Green functions 

are defined by 
A A A A 

< C A, Bit)] > ©(±0= <tA,B»)]>> 10.29 

and have spectral representations 

<[ 4, BM}>= 7i j Ji e'**<■ [A, B<*)]> 10>30 

-00 

so that the advanced spectral representation exists in the 

lower half of the complex plane 
00 

X v \ / .ft r A Î/ ,lv 

<{A , = 2-rr </*e e <fA,B(tV]> 
Jo 

and the retarded spectral representation exists in the upper 

half of the complex plane 
y t~ A A / . \ "1 \ — f/ _itO+ A A [ A, B = 2v J ii e e <CAi6<,*’)^> 

-00 
10.32 
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and in the same manner as (10.28), 

%» J ^eu*[< cA.Bfuj.it)]>> 

+• <iAt ] 
However, we may write 

10,33 

A A 

< [ A, B fu-Vé-îD >> + < C A, G(*>+i f)]>^ = 
I fto / - € l-tl -iwt A A 

rs J ^ e e <[*, B(*)]> 

= <A6(<J->«->V<A B(«tif)>< - j yte 
-m 

- f" ft/ ) iJt* A ^ 
e ê <&(t)A> 

A A 
A 8W> 

10.3^ 

The absolute magnitude of the complex quantity is given by 

U- j'fys)- / 

Now in the limit of small 6 , the ratio 
-tC K-ifejsl - ItlJ 

= e • ti-n 

10.35 

10.36 

approaches unity 7 whatever t or j3 is. Hence, in the limit 

of small £ 7 (10.34-) is 

<AB<»-iM>, +<ÂBMHO><- 

/ - r A A x A A 

■= (i-)?e ) K4 6fu-i0> t<AB(ui+iO>< 

so that in the limit of small 6 ^ 

6 (u-}£)]>> t ^ CAj B(^+ it)] 

Substituting (10.38) into (10.27), we obtain the spectral 

theorem in its more general form 

10.37 

10.38 
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10.39 

The expression (10.39) seperates the purely dynamical part 

(numerator) from the statistical part (denominator). The 

occupation number expectation. 

Provided that (10.16) exists, we may formulate the law 

of detailed balance (microscopic reversibility) as follows. 

The right and left hand sides of (10.4l) correspond to 

inverse transitions between two levels^ while the factor 

e is the ratio of canonical weights associated with 

the two levels. 

The Green functions may be given in a somewhat different 

form. Writing the step function as the integral of the 

Dirac delta function 

Bose 
denominator is seen to correspond to the usual (permi) 

10.40 

so 
A v A A fccjj3 
< e 

10.41 

10.42 
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where the spectral decomposition of the Dirac delta function 

is 
.•fa-.dt' 

à) € 10,43 

then 

eft)- & 

-- & r; fj~ ?}'***' 

r„ J 

Aw ~ 
&->o 

j wt 

o~ 10.44 

Substituting the result (10,44) 

Green functions, we obtain 
i uit- 

e  
^ + 10‘ 

into the definition of the 

< A B (*)> 

« iklt I j u, 

< A B (*•)>< = 2Tf> J Jbi f^T <A6(+)> 10.45 

Finally, it remains to show how the Green functions 

may be computed. The derivative of the commutator advanced 

or retarded Green function is 

3î < CÂ,B(+)7>» - £ <fÆ, it*)]) 0(H) 

= - JMfLÂ, BU)] t S(it'l^i<fÂ,6(+)]> 

= -e(t)]>+ H <iA [6ffl,M]])> 

= : crltî <CÀ, Bl> <-,-*< f Â, L B fO, % WjJ >, 

10.46 

SO 

i <[ A,BM]>> = ± oatucÂM)+ ,%<[ A, [B to, %(*)]]>$ 10.47 
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The first term on the right hand side of (10.47) is an 

inhomogeneity constituting a boundary condition on the 

differential equation. The second term is a higher order 

Green function. It in turn has its own equation of motion 

in terms of Green functions of still higher order. If 

no decoupling scheme is used, the result is an infinite 

graph tree of equations. Therefore, the solution of the 

Green functions requires that some sort of approximation 

scheme be adopted. 

The use of commutator Green functions has the ad¬ 

vantage that the statistical part of the problem is seperat- 

ed (10.39)# while the boundary conditions on the differential 

equations (10.47) (i.e., the commutators of the relevant 

operators) are generally simpler. 
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XI. THE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR THE SUHL-NAKAMURA SYSTEM 

In the present section^ we shall compute the correla¬ 

tion functions for the Suhl-Nakamura system needed to 

determine the neutron differential cross section and scatter¬ 

ed state polarization.* The computation will be performed 

in two different ways,; using similar approximations; the 

first way^ which at first seems the more natural way 

is frought with a severe difficulty: it is included to give 

some perspective of the dangers latent in an approximate 

Green function computation,1 

The simplest decoupling approximation in ferromagnetic 

systems is the linear approximation (or random phase approxi¬ 

mation).* The linear approximation consists in ignoring 

the operator character of the z components of the spin 

operators7 and treating them as complex numbers.1 At very 

low temperatures^ the spins of a ferromagnetic lattice are 

well ordered in the direction of the applied field, and this 

procedure then introduces very little error.1 It is to be 

expected that at somewhat higher temperatures^ the linear 

approximation should still be excellent,' provided that the 

z components of spin are renormalized.* Such a renormaliza¬ 

tion will take account of the change in the average value 

of the z component of spin, but not of its spatial varia- 
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tionj However^ a paper of De Gennes, Pincus, Hartmann- 

Boutron^ and Winter^ treats a ferromagnetic system with 

ordered nuclei using Kittel*s macroscopic approach to spin 

wave theoryJ The first moment for the spin wave dispersion 

is calculated^ with the conclusion that it is narrow, even 

at temperatures approaching the limit where the nuclear 

spins are disordered* So a microscopic linear spin wave 

theory should be a good approximation at much higher tempera¬ 

tures than those which satisfy the criteria 

ÀT« k ^ Ho 
rn'i 

In the linear approximation^ the z component of a 

spin operator is independent of time in the Heisenberg 

representation*! That is, 

****<*/>&***(;?*) 

- h e ^ < sV> 
ÿtr € ■&% 11.2 

Therefore^ the correlation function 

< V $/, <o> = < s> S.Î> = < SVKS/> 
4 a 

= <s > £ 
11.>3 

is time independent^ and it is readily computed^ 

the correlation functions 

<s?s>)>*<-s?X A > 

Similarly, 

<s/&<«]>= <s/><&> 
11.4 

are also time independent.* In fact, they must be identd 
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cally zero; for example,' write 

11.*5 

then 

< s7 Sj(t)) = -> < S?>2 ( < sj, M>-< s/ ] = o 11.'6 

We are applying the linear approximation to the nuclear spins 

as well7 so equations ( 11.2-.6) apply also when any given 

electronic spin is replaced by a nuclear spin.* 

Therefore^ the only non-trivial two time correlation 

functions of the Cartesian components of the spin operators 

are correlation functions of the x and y components only." 

Fixing the lattice indices^ there are thus sixteen non¬ 

trivial two time correlation functions of the Cartesian 

component of spin7 which are enumerated in the following 

tableJ The enumeration is in a binary code: set x=0, y=l, 

S*0,“ I«i; (if the operator is on the left)7 S=l7 1*0 

(if the operator is on the right).I Then the enumeration 

in binary code is BjBgCjCg where B^ is the type of operator 

on the left7 B2 is the type of operator on the right,' and 

Cj and Cg are the axes to which their components refer.' 

Table 
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ç"‘W CÎ's'a» 

q<MVt)= <r’'s)(«> 

G
<I5)
W = <i:,s7t)> 

11.7 

The Hamiltonian, for the Suhl-Nakamura system is given 

■by (3«l)* The computations are made using this Hamiltonian 

rather than (3*21) in order to obtain the mixed mode correla¬ 

tion, which is large in the limit that the ratio of the 

hyperfine coupling to the exchange coupling approaches 

unity. 

The equations of motion for the Heisenberg operators 

are 

Applying (li.8), using the commutation relations for spin 

operators, and then making the linear approximation, the 

equations of motion for the Cartesian components of the 

spin operators are 

A 

11.8 
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i i I/, (t) « Vfj I], (t) + i4<l*> ÿ (t) - ; A < I*, f-t) 

i t £/, It) . - ;t |f. /N î
v
r(t) - ; A < X f> S>) <• M < S *> î ' ft) 

11.9 

Multiplying the equations ( 11*9) on the left by 

Cartesian components of the spin operators at t=0, and then 

taking the thermal expectation of their product, one obtains 

the equations of motion for the correlation functions (11.7)• 

Sr Sr +»4<x*> ùiy ft) - ; A<s*> G,4,1/ M 

, i G,'“ <*>-<£’*>) 

u>) 

• 1 >(fc) 

- •A<s’>G;,Ut) * * <?> &<*) 

itG^f*) = it H.*iG£Vdt >A <Î‘>^M-IA<î,>G^M 

'*>G£' ft) = - ft WoV^jGIjf) ft) - iA<Xf> Gy! ft) + 'A <S fl) 

it W. >4 G«‘\i) - i EI^T^-.KG.U’M-G^’M)] 

t i A< G('! ft) - i A"fX > O' ( 1) 

it G,1,*' f+X= -it M.v-eG^ (t)t i Z JAst jf<» e G« W-G'J* ftf] 
*7V 

- i A <S 2> G^! M+ 'A < Gar ^ 
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* (1^ \ 
ï \ Gst, ft'l = it Ho VH (H + M <x?> Ci**!/i)-,A < S *> Gf*) 

i t, G£«I- -iU/„ G;;: w. ,-A <î'>o,'?.(i)*iA <S
A
*>G;;ïM 

c2^'>w^)[Cr-CV*)] 

G<,/ M-- -ii#/,G'l,%ti£ [2<s'> Ja»f G/"’-G£V*>] 

->A < s?> CM * ;A<î>> M 

ft) “ liH.i'i G.^Vt) <• iA<Î^G,^‘Vt)->A<S,> G^/V*-) 

'* ftl= G<i*> G$a)+iA <SVG!1‘ ft) 
4 ta 

.i ’Os) 
>t G„, w = >•* H.x G;;; ft) - ,• s r uu'^)< ?> c 

-G,"%] 

* ■' A < s ’> G P o)->A< il> G„î\n 
(lt) 

"'w' “*G>> *[2 ^-)<sA*>rcÏÏh).C/rtj 

-;A <S*>G$M G^/V+i 

11 .*10 

The 16 equations break off into 4N sets of X 4N 

coupled equations.* However, the order of correlation 

functions in ( 11.10) is not the same as the order in (11.7), 

but rather they occur in a permuted order which is given 

by 
P ( ÔI+J + 3) ■= 8H1-J+5 J for 1= o or 1 

P (ôl+JtSV ÔJfJl-5 > J- O «ri 

P(K)*k if k=l>2,7,or6 /nW8) 

ll.'ll 
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The equations (il.1*10) may be further decoupled into four sets 

of 4X4 equations by taking the lattice transform.* Defining 

the lattice transform of the exchange by (3*’20) and the 

lattice transform of the correlation functions by 

n . -L r p’M'V 
" ^7 y, e Gw/ 11.12 

the transforms of several of the equations are trivial; e.g.’, 
(0= ict)t- ;2*> c(0- M<s#> M 

>■fe ft) = -ii H. v; G/i M - » 4 < 1 *> G 2 w H4 < S ?> GÎi (t) 11.13 

For the others j a lattice transform of the exchange must 

be taken^ and one obtains, e.’gj 

>"tj GjJt (+) ** (tl ~ 2 > J~N K S?> {(j l £)-(} (i) 

i iA< S*> G$*>- >A < I*) GjJV*') 

in* -it H.Ve Gn Ct) + H/ÏÏ <s>>{pf,)- fM\Q^(t) 

- ‘A <S>> G‘,lk) * iA<i’>G« fti 

U.l*f 

The transforms of the other three sets of coupled equations 

likewise have the same coefficient matrix, given by 

M = 

O ) Ho*»f " ^ AI£!> <r*> 

W.vWAiiI> 
) * " % ) 

o > % > 
A<s#> 

T ) ° ) '1*'**%£ 

11.15 
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Defining the column matrix 

pf'M’i-tVl'l 

\ 

11.16 

the equations of motion (11,10) can be written very simply 

as 

1 

or letting M*«(l/i)M, then 

where M* is seen by inspection to be a Hermitian matrix, and 

which therefore has a complete set of orthogonal eigenkets.1 

Moreover,- it is apparant that the commutator correla¬ 

tion functions corresponding to (11.7) must satisfy equations 

of motion with the same coefficient matrix.1 Let cf^ be the 

column matrix of commutator correlation functions correspond¬ 

ing to f1#l Then 

Writing next for the advanced and retarded Green func- 

h d)= in'hi*) 11.18 

c f; It) = 11.19 

tions Ù (t) (t) 

11."20 

one obtains the inhomogeneous equations of motion 
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cf.< (t)= -jhŸfift) tin'% n) 

Then by (10*22) and (10*33) 

‘M*)= <(t] 

f» 

- bn J <l<° 6 [ fi/tJ-iï) * ] 
e~*o .<*> 

11.21 

11.22 

where the Fourier transforms are 

cf;>M= 2T Î (*) 
-w> 

ch (*)’ À 
11.23 

The Fourier transforms of the inhomogeneous equations 

of motion (11.21) are purely linear, and readily give the 

solutions of the spectral Green functions: 

i t 
27T t ) 

11.24- 

from which 

i %(*)--- :(n->>)%(») 

c f ui) r i’i Al -w) 
< 27T 11.25 

Representing the column vectors by kets and row 

vectors by bras in the linear space upon which M operates, 

(11.22) becomes 

^ t) + C{’)< (un > 0 
(:~io 

__ b** > [ (jv\'- (y-,(r)yl- (M'-ttj+ior1] 
£ O 27r 
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-fir 2 i f fut'- fu-(„'4,rM)-'j I M;><«.| j£i£o)v 
* J ^ J ZTT ^ 

= ^7o p > [(«j-fa-ié-))'1- (tij-<7HJ|
CÜ°)) 

“ 2 T| QT (U- - IJJ) ^ AI- I "fj'(.&} \ i,, v 
j J ' J ~*TT ' 

= l «<'$-'*)<HIjl^'WXM,) 
J J J ' 

where the IMj> are the eigenkets of the matrix M», and 

11.26 

the wj are the corresponding eigenvalues•' The relation 

2n}of(uA= ((*}->(■ ~ owe') 11*27 

has been used, which may be seen by noting that for o , 

ç ■ r 1 %***> L w-*t- «we J « e-*o o*+f
2 ~ O 11.28 

while 

^ L ^ - à»] = Jr 
= Jr £• —- 11.29 

Therefore^ the commutator correlation functions are 

solved by 

cfiW- Ze^V^rfifo^ Irtp n.,30 

where the boundary conditions are given by the commutation 

relations on the spin operators.’ In the linear approxima¬ 

tion, these boundary conditions are in full 
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11.'31 

The determination of the eigenkets and eigenvalues of 

the matrix M' is facilitated by noting that its coefficients 

have arisen from the two sets of 2 X 2 dynamical spin com¬ 

ponent equations^ so M* can be factored into sub-matrices 

of less dimenstionj The sub-matrices will then operate on 

factors of the complete product space. 

Let l*i> and l^j> be two sets of basis kets in the 

respective factor spaces.1 Then the basis kets in the 

product space are all given by 

I ?,>=!*;> i n< 

where a one-to-one correspondence 

has been established.1 An operator in the space spanned 

by the l^Vs is given by 

At, - £ 

11 *’33 

n' 11.<34 

while an operator Mg in the space spanned by the 

likewise given by 

is 

*1 J 11.35 
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The product of the two matrices M^M-jMg which operates in 

the product space is then written 

£ <x; | M, I<£ I > <Jj,/ <XV 
11.36 

So in order to factorize a matrix into two matrices 

operating on sub-spaces of the original matrix, it is 

necessary to show that the matrix elements of the original 

matrix can all be factored in an order given by some 

correspondence of ordered pairs and singles.' 

Let / W>'> and /M*'> be the eigenkets of with eigen¬ 

values Mj* and the eigenkets of Mg with the eigenvalues Mg* 

respectively.* Then the eigenkets of M are given by 

with eigenvalues since 

M IM/XMi') - 

=• M/Mz IM/> iw/} 
11.37 

The space spanned by the irO/fi/V5 is of the same dimension¬ 

ality as the space of eigenkets of M, so there can be no 

more eigenkets of M not contained within this scheme.1 

Inspection of the matrix M given by (IIJ15) shows 

that there are only four different non-zero matrix elements, 

each one of which is duplicated in negative.* This suggests 

trying a correspondence 

0,iWi 

11.33 
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with factor matrices 

H./*- *iîl> 
1î 

A_£t> 
ü 

. <i*> A T 

% 

and 

so that M**=(l/i)M may be factored into 

11.'39 

11.40 

/\<£> ^ 

A <$*> At A 

-jr 

11.4l 

where the symbol / is used to indicate that the two 

matrices are to be multiplied as if they act on two dif¬ 

ferent spaces. 

The eigenvalues of the second matrix are +1* correspond¬ 

ing to the eigenkets ( ;) and ( /) respectively.5 So the 

eigenvalues of the complete matrix M* occur in positive 

and negative pairsJ 

The eigenvalues of the first matrix are given by the 

quadratic formula 

- A<s>) + ( Hovi- A<^i) 

i / [(HoV^- *l±2)~(uoVè- r 'ïA
X
<Ï*>SÏ> 

11.42 

so that the eigenvalues of the matrix M* are just iu&j 
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(11,42) gives the dispersion relation for the two 

coupled modes in the Suhl-Nakamura system,1 In the limit 

as (no coupling between the nuclear and electronic 

frequencies)^ these dispersion relations become 

UJtf- Ho V'RI 

11.43 

and 

UJe- H.Vft- 2l/Â) ^ (j(o)l 

The relation (11.43) is the Larmar precession rate for a 

nucleus coupled to an external field HQ, while (11.44) is 

the electronic spin wave dispersion when no nuclear perturba¬ 

tion is present.I In the presence of a coupling^ both fre¬ 

quencies are shifted somewhatÏ and the nuclear spin wave 

system is then no longer entirely dispersionlessJ 

The eigenkets of the first matrix are proportional to 

/ - A<z*>/tj \ 

\ Ha'/'f) 

11.45 

The eigenkets of the complete matrix M1 are then given by 

all products between the eigenkets in the two factor spacest 

assigned according to the correspondence (11 *N38 ) » which 

are 

i -/UfVfc 
/ -^ / 

£ 
I 

- iAdVt, 

-A <î’)A _ 

H./w - A<^> _ jj, 
“fcr 11.46 
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with the first pair of eigenkets corresponding to the 

eigenfrequencies «ft and the second pair correspond¬ 

ing to . 

The use of (11,26) requires that the eigenkets be 

normalized since closure was used in the derivation* Both 

eigenkets in (11.46) are normalized by the factor 

Then the solutions of the commutator correlation functions 

are 

11.4? 

Cf,(u>)= ^ . 
1 +- —T 

e C (A ( WtVk - ukp 

-A<if>/ti ] 
» ( V*. -&lt) o+ 

H. 
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X MoVW- A-^p- Wi) 
/- + <!*>/% \ 

Ha VN- A <!*>" uJï 

i ( HoVA>-A<S,>^iJt/ 
ti ' 

<sf (u- uU) 

-i 
% 

-^<îVt \ 

- A < r ?;A I 

> ( H» 4/ - A<^*>/fc - ^ / <^|J+ ^ 
HOVN- A<sf>/^-^t I 

- <J*> JiH> 
vTÂT ?  

(A<^)%(H./U- ^-U.) 

X 

/ -A<rVij y 
- >A <£*>/$ 

oF ( LJ- LJ±) 

7 

-A <ii> 
ti 

/ -iA<Tf>A 
- A<r*>A 

i ( HftXw-A<S>>/fc-uJ±) 

\ Hô/M-“ w- 

oT fut t^i) 
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£ 
<i*> 

lT/\T f A ?T V 

X / A<I*> 
% 

+ 

~ 4<xV/fc 

- >4 <f *>/fe 

M^VH-^SV/* -4/* 
i (H* 4,-^3^^ 

->A<X*>/t \ 

-*<Î*>A 
* ( Ho 4/ ~ 4 

Ho ~ A wit ) 

<f ^ W-U)i^ 

<f(i*Jt u/r) 

11.48 

The relationship between the correlation functions ( 11.10) and 

the solutions for the commutator correlation functions is 

provided by the spectral theorem: 

!- e *w* 11.49 

As has been pointed out (see (3.46))7 in the limit 

of small A, there is no correlation between the electronic 

spin waves and the nuclear spin waves J However, the solu¬ 

tion ( 11.48) ^ which is good for any magnitude of A, shows that 

each of the correlation functions have terms in all the 

frequencies ( 11.42).' In particular, the purely electronic 

correlation functions have terms in the nuclear spin wave 

frequency^ while contrariwise, the purely nuclear correla¬ 

tion functions have terms in the electronic spin wave 
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frequencyJ It is to be expected that such terms must go 

to zero in the limit J To show thisj one must be a 

little careful in handling the limits involved* The limit¬ 

ing values of the normalization factor is different in the 

two cases of nuclear or electronic frequency: the choice 

of eigenvectors is such that it approaches zero for the 

nuclear frequency^ but remains finite for the electronic 

frequency*’ For small A, 

<J+ = A*<Î»XS»>  
Ho VA/ - 

so that 

11.'50 

(H.*-4S&_uO-Aa 
% ~ lusi 

Then in the limit of small A, the electronic frequency terms 

in the purely nuclear correlation functions are propor¬ 

tional to 

(AZf „2 

A fiT- ~ 11.<52 
2 

where the A in the denominator comes from the dominance of 

the quadratic (V-—1)2 over the quartie (M~ , while 

the numerator is quartie in A, containing two factors of 

({4oV^_ *<!*■>_ wt) J Again, the limits of the nuclear frequency 

terms in the purely electronic correlation functions may 

be seen by inspection to go like 

Ai<îty 

2t/rt,vw- Ailles ( A 

11.'53 
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In the limit of small A, the mixed mode correlation func¬ 

tions are proportional to A, and therefore vanish as A->O J 

In this limits the correlation functions are given by 

(3.46). 

The difficulty in the solution (ll.<48) is that the 

mixed mode correlation functions do not satisfy (10*13)* and 

are therefore thermally inconsistent •' The following con¬ 

sideration shows how to design a thermally inconsistent 

computation^ to the end that the difficulty may be better 

understood.' 

Suppose there are two systems described respectively 
A A 

in their dynamic behavior by sets of operators A^ and Bi#
( 

Then some intrasystem commutators may be zero, while all 

intersystem commutators must be zeroÿ since both systems 

could exist independently (with no coupling). However, 

suppose that the two systems are coupled^ and that a linear 

approximation is made of their dynamic relations.' Then 

in the linear approximation, one must have 

r\ \ = X;.ft Aft t Bto 
' ./I A i A 

Bi - I >> A A + Vi.* 6A 
il :5b 

« 2 1 - o 
with matrices x ,x ,y , and y , and where the summation 

convention is used.11 

Assuming that the two systems are in thermal equi¬ 

librium with each other, let us define the correlation 

functions 
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Gi* = <Ai B* (+)> 

G*(f)= < BiAtM) 

G n (i) - < 8; 
1U55 

In the linear approximation, the equations of motion of the 

corresponding commutator correlation functions are obtained 

from (ll•'54'): 

c I , \ * C/% i 2 c 2 
(11= X>| Giji + Xjt/ Gil 

‘Gi* (t)= vi, C
G', + yi, cG;i 

CG?|,G)' xii CG;< + 4, Git 

cGf* W= y*, CG,.] t y*( 

11.'56 

These equations break off into two sets of 2X2 equations, 

with one kind of intersystem correlation function in each 

set J 

These sets of linear equations may be solved in terms 

of their boundary conditions^ which may be taken to be their 

values at t=0, which are their commutators *> 

Thus j since the intrasystem commutators vanish, the 

solutions for f6;* and c6;l must be of the form 

*A • A y,<A'>\ 'Git * X, ft, ,,k, X, y, < 6‘>) 11.57 
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where Ac and Bc are the sets of commutators of the dynamic 

operators in the two systems. To be sure^ if ( 11.'5*0 holds 

exactly^ then the dynamic variables are purely harmonic, 

and a relation must hold between the respective commuta¬ 

tion relations by which (11J57) must be thermally con¬ 

sistent. But (11.5*0 is taken to hold only approximately, 

so that the commutation relations may be taken to be 

spurious; then any thermal consistency in the solutions 

(11J57) is purely fortuitous, since no relation whatever 

is assumed at the outset to hold between the commutation 

relations in the two systems (although one may always write 

a linear approximation, however good that approximation 

may be)J 

In the coupled electronic-nuclear system, the dynamical 

relations are purely linear only in approximation; it is 

to be expected that the mixed mode solutions must be thermally 

consistent in some higher order approximation, or in a 

completely exact calculation (the latter of which is im¬ 

practicable, and the former of which rapidly becomes more 

difficult with each successive order of approximation).1 

The set of equations in the linear approximation consists 

of sixteen equations in sixteen unknowns, which is just 

sufficient to solve for each unknown.' But the thermal 

conditions constitute additional conditions to be satisfied, 

which^ in the cases where the additional information is 

actual7 and not already contained within the original 
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equations^ makes the solution set empty*' 

Continuing with this computation for the moment, we 

seek to reconcile the inconsistency by a guarded intro¬ 

duction of higher order Green functions as further variables, 

in order to bring the number of variables up to the re¬ 

quirements of the information contained within the linear 

approximation together with the information contained within 

the thermal conditions J This means that the information 

contained in the dynamical equations for the higher order 

Green functions is ignored*11 The effect of the dynamical 

information contained in the higher order Green functions is 

essentially to broaden the frequency delta peak to finite 

width (by taking into account spin wave interactions, which 

give them a finite lifetime) J We will attempt to show that 

thermally consistent mixed mode solutions may be obtained 

by the introduction of Green functions of the next higher 

order only* 

To accomplish this aim, we investigate the transformation 

properties of the Green functions. The intrasystem Green 

functions are already thermally consistent j so the intro¬ 

duction of the higher order Green functions into their 

equations of motion is unnecessary. Consider, for example, 

the equation of motion for G^ (in the set (11.7)) 

^ (t) » ■fe Ho G$(0 ' § C 2JU'm?)<§*> 

< S2^ Ggp(t) - A <x*>G$(i) 
11.'58 
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Now, performing the thermal conjugation 

11.59 

and using the lattice symmetry 

11,60 

we may transform the above equation of motion: 

11.61 

This equation is not equivelent to information contained 

in the original set (in the linear approximation), since 

intrasystem variables as solved in this set of equations 

transform correctly under thermal conjugation, it should 

be that equations of motion may be obtained for them which 

remain invariant under the operation of thermal conjugation. 

The obstacle to this in the set of dynamical equations in 

the linear approximation is just the occurence of the mixed 

mode correlation functions, whose solutions do not transform 

correctly. However, there is sufficient information to 

eliminate the mixed mode correlation functions. We do 

this by subtracting the appropriate pairs of equations, 

to obtain: 

(16) 
('ll* as solved in that set varies in system parameters 

( l ) in a manner independantly from J. However, since the eight 
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<î!>[i H.V4 Gy)It) - E z C G£«] 

- A<î'> Gffl ft)] 

+ < S?> f-1, n*vhQ£h)+ A<S'?>G M 

^(<^>G$(t). <s!>G‘;;)(t)) = 

<x'>/-*HoveG«ft)t Z2JC»<s'>CG/:,w-G>] 

+ A<f»>G*! ft)} 

+ <s f> /-t H. VN G//,’f f-) t A<S 
?>a)} 

<i’> /*H.VSG>- s SJf^XsMG,^)-G>] 

-A^yQ^Ct)} 

- <S?>/fc«4^G^V*) ♦ A<S
?>G£V*)} 

U <f'> Gfl/Vt) t <S*> G ft)) -- 

^fi>i-kn.«G»M t z ajf/;B»ks'>fc^w-G,7!ft>] 

+A<^>Gir('t^ 
t <- s?> / ,■* Ho /, G/;Vt) - A<S i> G£V») 11.62 
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The equations (11.62) do indeed transform into one 

another under the operation of thermal conjugation, provid¬ 

ed that we use information consistent with information 

contained in the equations (11.10); namely, that the solutions 

for the functions involved in (11.62) are thermally con- 

sistent^ and that the solutions of G^# G^, G^, and 

( 12) 
G' are purely real, while the solutions of the remaining 

functions in ( 11.62) are purely imaginary. 

Introducing into the equations (11.62) the higher 

order correlation functions, it is to be expected that the 

higher order correlation functions must be such as to cancel 

out of them, since the equations (11.62) already have the 

correct transformation properties. Then one obtains rela¬ 

tions in the higher order correlation functions; since J 

can be varied independently of A, we shall equate correlation 

functions corresponding to the same variable (which means 

that no attention need be paid to higher order correlation 

functions under summation with J).' Also, we shall equate 

correlation functions formed out of the lower order correla¬ 

tion functions having the same limiting properties as the 

variables (of exchange J or hyperfine interaction A) approach 

zero.1 Then we obtain, going beyond the linear approxima¬ 

tion by using the relation (3*7) (and also the corresponding 

one for nuclear spin) 

I< 
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I ^Sf T*, (t) àr(t)) = 

x<s/i;(t)a;w â,,fti>- 
1 < s/ î(^i) â,'ffl>= 

I<S/ &ft) b>) £,,«>= 
i< s; s» b> b^M>- 

I<43 iîw LwLw>'-- 

5rfr)bj/(t) b;/(t)) 

* JfC ■3 /u + 
f VM° 

^ y A y A 

■ S <ifi*,(t) a;, (() à/M> 

5 <X/ Ij/ft) àj'(t) ôf'ft)/* 
% A 
jr iw ur 

*3 c* ^ A 

x<s; £«Mf)>-- 
11.63 

To a good approximation, the higher order correlation 

functions should satisfy the same transformation properties 

as "the correlation functions out of which they are form¬ 

ed.1 Thus, for example, we shall set 

< S*I*H) ivM a,, (0>*= < s/î* c-ti àe
f,(-t) âr r-t> > 

< s/î/. a) S;w - <s,*&H) SU-t) %,,{-*> 

<$i If II) àî'(t) üi'(i)y= - 
11.64 

Next, using these relations, we examine the dynamical 

equations of motion for the mixed mode correlation functions, 

with the view that the introduction of the higher order 

correlation functions shall correct discrepencies between 

an equation of motion and its thermal conjugate in the 

appropriate power of A*' This in turn gives us further rela- 
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tions between the higher order correlation functions, 

enabling us to solve for them. Thus: 

- [<S/îfrtlQÎ'ft) ÎÏ (rib,, M>] 

= <s/!/,(*)a=* 

<s/ -s ( S-l) 
(Stl') 

/~ (15) 
^ts/ M 

- A c < s; s(! ii) t,;,M î,(,w> - < f/ij1- <« K M v 
= t b/c ('v'N-v'e’lû^!,' (*) + A (SG‘p(ri_xG,^Vtl) 

- 1 2JO'm) S CG^M-G^M] =$ 
JVJ Ajr 

A < s? w t,,w>= -Ji 

+ A(S G^fy) - XG% (i)) - Z 2 JÜ»Sf(5^V CM 

= (I-S)G‘Î’? (t)=±> 

<s;î;wS;wa^>=s(^f)G^W 
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- A C < S{* S^ft) > -<îx*Xj' (f\ byMbj'^] 

- i? (SI-SH) G"! h) i A ( S - X s/Z-Vt)) 

!ro:-ü 

A . A V, 
A<S* Wb^(t)>= -£^ [•liH.f/i-/d)G^/V'ri 

^(SQ^(i)-IG^d)) 

-Zsj^^sce^Vrt-G^ft,] 
11.65 

The above derivations have depended, for example, on 

the equivalence of G^1^ and G^1^, derived from the follow¬ 

ing consideration*» Rotating the system by 90^, we have 

(x —=* y), (y-—* -x), which establishes equivelences be- 

ween correlation functions connected by this transformation* ’ 

This consideration also gives the rest of the higher order 

correlation functions in terms of those for which we have 

already solved*» 

Substituting these higher order correlation functions 

(11.65) into the dynamical equations, we obtain modified 

equations fully consistent with the thermal conditions in 

section X.1 This follows from the fact that the resulting 

equations of motion are invariant under the operation of 

thermal conjugation*» However, the l£>*16 set of equations 

is now fully coupled, and therefore the modified set of 
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equations is more difficult to solve#' 

The difficulty in this approach is, however, mitigat¬ 

ed by the following two considerations: a)J The solu¬ 

tions in the linear approximation are fully thermally con- 

consistent if 

< x?>=< s ?> 10*66 

which will hold good at low temperatures provided I=S; 

b)#1 The solutions for the intrasystem correlation func¬ 

tions in the linear approximation are thermally consistent; 

for values of A/J < < 1, these are by far the largest 

components#1 Thus, the first order solutions in this 

computation are essentially correct# 

However, we shall now undertake a second computation 

in first order in which thermal inconsistencies do not 

occur at all*" 

The correlation functions previously found (ll#48) are 

oscillatory; however^ they did not arise from a simple 

harmonic Hamiltonian# The simple harmonic Hamiltonian 

is fully equivelent to a Hamiltonian which is quadratic 

in Bose operators; but the commutation relations of Bose 

operators are fundamentally incongruous with those for 

spin operators#' 

One may arrive at the same spin wave modes in the 

coupled electronic-nuclear spin wave system by doing two 

things: a)#' approximating the Hamiltonian to a simple 
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harmonie form; and b) .< assuming commutation relations 

consistent with Bose rather than spin operators.» 

Now when the dynamical variables in a simple harmonic 

oscillator Hamiltonian are cast in terms of the normal 

coordinates for that Hamiltonian, the mixed mode correla¬ 

tion functions vanish. If this is the case, then as shown 

previously, no thermal inconsistencies may arise. This 

procedure fully resolves the difficulty.» 

This consideration may be viewed somewhat differently. 

The first computation retained aspects of spin wave-spin 

wave interaction^ so that the conditions for thermal equi¬ 

librium could not be satisfied without the introduction of 

higher order correlation functions to account for these 

interactions.1 The second computation eliminates terms in 

spin wave-spin wave interaction entirely, so that there is 

no need to introduce the higher order correlation functions 

in order to satisfy the conditions for thermal equilibri¬ 

um.» It would seem that the first computation is more 

exact; however^ the solution is somewhat less tractable.' 

The connection between the spin operators and the 

Bose operators is given by the Holstein-Primakoff transforma¬ 

tion^ given in (3.'10), (3.(12)» and (3*13)* The expansion 

in series of the radical will give spin wave-spin wave terms 

which we wish to ignore; so we make the approximation 

s+=v?sS i+-/rib 
S- = Æse>+ î“=ÆïtT 

11.67 
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so that by (3,7) the z component of the spin operators satis¬ 

fy 

SIS 
2S > 

11,68 

In the approximation (11,68), the raising and lowering opera¬ 

tors must satisfy the Bose commutation relations 

Ls+, s‘]= as , u.69 
Then the equation follows 

CS'.CS'.S -Jj»o 
which is incorrect; however, this creates no problem, since 

the whole approach may be followed in a consistent manner. 

Making the substitutions (ll,'67) and ( 11,68) into the 

Suhl-Nakamura Hamiltonian, one obtains 

-‘f?HoX[ve(S- fx- X 2S /J VJ- 2z JJ 

11,71 

We may neglect the constant part of # , since it 

makes no contribution to the dynamical equations of motion. 

Secondly, we eliminate the quartic terms, which give rise 

to spin wave-spin wave interaction terms. The result is 
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a simple harmonie oscillator Hamiltonian in terms of Bose 

operators 

y= \Ho £ y* hM +*» 
A A A A 

as 21 

?_ A - A. -z j(/„)[ sl^nLïkzâîLÈJ: i 
imt 2 J 

^ ^ - A_ A A t •*.- ’ '’ ^ , > A. A, A A 

+ A Z [ s*J/ + s,i;-f Si s:-»r;j.T] 
•t §   J 

In order to decouple the operators in the exchange 

terra^ we perform a lattice transform, given by 

J- v J&-S* çf T*’.! r 
- SJj y ^ ^ “^5 i/jv o ^ Tj 

11.72 

* t j_ ^ rT T + - ^rp'^T7 

$,-^Ze -Si li 
•»'A-fï rf \ - i h* (*t A *h 

Q- — 
\ * iffî f e I*T H ^ -If 

-e 
* i v- „>A-r> A 

I< A 

11.73 

The operators defined in (11.73) satisfy the Bose commuta¬ 

tion relations 

C ^ , si ] = 2 S <£.* [ ] = ? x^( §' 11*7^ 

In terms of these operators, the Hamiltonian takes the form 

ïl*iH'Z}g Sj SÎ+ & 
23: 

A t A- A A 

- £ * firi (id)[si si f sis| ]- 2((.)si s; 
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where by the lattice symmetry 

TU)= J(-J) 

the lattice transform of the exchange satisfies 

Using (11.8), the Heisenberg equations of motion 

yield, talcing the appropriate commutators (II.69) : 
» 

1 A + 

À 

’■R sà -•'AH.'«'2Æ'sci|(S)-fW)-i^s;-/t5Îi 

’•* îâ* IASJ t (tH»^-SA)î* 

>i I* = -TAS* - 
^ w, U* 

11.78 

Sixteen two time correlation functions may be formed 

out of the raising and lowering operators for nuclear and 

electronic spin. A slight drawback of this approach is 

% % 
that correlation functions such as < SAMS* ro> cannot be 

computed, since the boundary condition <($&>$$l> vanishes, 

so that Cramer* s rule does not give the weights of the 

correlation functions in these cases." However, since there 

is no ellipticity in the Suhl-Nakamura model, two time 

correlation functions involving two raising or two lower- 
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ing operators vanish.' The paper by De Germes, Pincus, 

Hartmann-Boutron, and Winter-* contains a calculation of 

the ellipticity in the macroscopic model which is due to 

anisotropy fields, with the conclusion that it is usually 

small.’ 

Only eight non-vanishing correlation functions remain 

to be solved^ which are tabulated in the following table: 

cjt)- (o) c2 aws* (o )îim 
)Spi)> cji)= <T*(0) j*7o> 

Vu* w» 

Cs (t)=<Sjk (o) SI (t)> Ci(i)= <S* (o) I* (t)> 
W* u*. 

c7 ("ti = c>(t)= <rl(o)î*(t)> 

11.79 

In addition^ we define the column matrices: 

f.M- (",a (M- (“») 
(««] (i.%) 

11.80 

The equations of motion of the correlation functions 

(11.79) are obtained from (11.78). Thus, for example, 

»^C,(t)= {^HoV"e-2/Â/ S[ffi)-^o)]-IA}c,tASCi. 

itc2(i)= Ij\c, t (-U HoVri- SAG) 
11.81 

which may be written 
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i f. = Mf, 

11.82 
where 

M = 
At \ 

A| Ho /M- A f w 11.83 
The eigenvalues of (11.83) give the dispersion relation 

“!= *CH.v.-Af-2/«iCÇ(i)-5(oyt H./rf- A-%- 

1 / f 1U,84 

which is essentially the same as the result (11.42), except 

that (11.84) is not renormalized to the average value of 

the z component of spin.' An ad hoc renormalization could 

be performed by altering the equation ( 11.67) to 

s>-- i£<F> a if= b 

11.8 5 

An advantage of the first computation in the linear approx¬ 

imation is that the renormalization is obtained naturally, 

whereas the reason for (11.85) being a better approximation 

than (ll.'67) is not so immediately apparantj 

With the boundary condition 

%!.)■ (-“) 
11.86 
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the equation (11.82) may be solved to yield 

'1 (*-U). U -|A ~ ( A /e 

and the simple correlation functions are then readily 

obtained from (11.87) by the spectral theorem.' 

Similarly^ since 

»£= 

with the boundary condition 

c
-fîW= f-ti) 

it follows 

cr /. \ l / Ho4i - \ _><J+t 42(t>z v( -fA J£ 

j-ïï ( Ho/fj-SA-^t^ /HOV^-SA-U) \ 

A ( '( - f A / e 

Thus7 for example 

cc»(-u,V- 
21A $ 

"fe W-) 

11.'88 

11.-89 

11.90 

‘c5 (-U,), 
11.91 

so it is not yet transparent that the solutions are thermally 

consistent.1 To show this, we take the equation of motion 

which gives c^ in terms of c^ 

f HoYi-2JKS [ tj(g)-p0) ]_ Ujc^dJt) 

SA 
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so that 

CC3(-(Jt) = 
 S A CC^(\J+)  

and since 

11 #*93 

•*-? ( HO^N~SA-^-\ T C ' I -L 

one obtains 

C
C,M= -( 

ZIAS \ ~ 
t f u/+ ^ U-) / 

HoV>i -SA-1*1-    

11**94 

But 

11.*95 

[ HO/M-SA'(J- 
Ho/e-1# 1 

11.96 

so that 

C y V y 2.XAS \ 

ii;97 

As it is seen therefore^ the solution satisfies the thermal 

condition 

C r ( -l. ). \ _ <-/- t . . \ 
11.'98 

Ca( ^+) - cC3(-k)t) 

This is to be expected, since in the oscillator formula¬ 

tion^ cross terms may all be transformed simultaneously to 

to zero,1 In the case of retaining true spin operator 

commutation relations however (as in the first computa- 
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tion), such a transformation is impossible; the modes are 

intrinsically coupled in any set of canonical coordinates.1 

This shows why a purely first order reconciliation with 

thermal conditions might not exist in such a computation. 

In full; the solution for the eight correlation functions 

is 

- ( Hov'«'-SA~u/-)e * 

cC2 (t)= r-juLt 7 U2l/ il l e -e J 

£Cî(^= 
A fut-UL) i c ~ e J 

^ - J. TfHo/N-$A-w-)ô 

£s^)~ cj -u)+ f ^Wotfv-SA-kA-) £ + - ( I-|OYN“5A"^-)8 J 

c 
C*ft)= 

-2XAS 

-2XAS 

"ft (U~—u}+) 

<, . v -2X r/n v Mt . 
Cs(t)= L ( li^-SA-u^e -/wo/M-SA-(J+)e J 

11.^99 

Inspection of the solutions (11.99) shows that they satisfy. 
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Q ^ 

(2 3 (~ f f~Cj_) - Ç) 

Ci* f-£^+) + Cc4(-W.)= - 21 
CG («>)+- Ccs(uj )= 2 S 
C 

C<c(uJt)i-cQ(uj~)- û 

C7((Jf)t- cC'? (u.) = o 

(C& (<J+) + cCg (U-)- 21 

11.100 

These equations hold for any magnitude of the hyperfine 

interaction; in the limit A=0, they are satisfied by the 

solutions for the correlation functions obtained in section 

III.* The introduction of the coupling between the electronic 

and nuclear systems brings about correlations in both 

systems at frequencies characteristic of the other system; 

and yet the net correlation is conserved.1 The conserva¬ 

tion of correlation is essentially a property of the 

oscillator approximation; each Bose operator carries a 

correlation weight of unity; the introduction of a coupling 

can be treated by a canonical transformation, so that the 

net correlation weight remains unchanged. 

A comparison of the solutions (11.99) with the solutions 

(11.48) shows how the reconciliation with thermal conditions 

should be made in the first computation. One changes 
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factors of proportionality in the mixed mode correlation 

functions so that they become like AIS, One half of the 

mixed mode correlation functions as solved in (11.^8) 

possess this factor; the difficulty comes about in that 

the remaining mixed mode correlation functions do not.- 

In the Appendix are several plots of correlation 

functions and dispersion laws for the Suhl-Nakamura system 

in the limit of large coupling between the electronic 

and nuclear spin waves. 
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XII. A COMPUTATION OP THE INELASTIC DIFFERENTIAL CROSS 
SECTION AND SCATTERED STATE POLARIZATION FOR THE 
SCATTERING OF NEUTRONS FROM COUPLED NUCLEAR-ELECTRONIC 
SPIN WAVES IN A SYSTEM DESCRIBED BY A SUHL-NAKAMURA 
HAMILTONIAN 

As we have shown^ if the scattering interaction after 

the integration over neutron position coordinates can be 

put into the form (8.'l4)^ then the differential scatter¬ 

ing cross section in the Van Hove formalism is given by 

(8.20).' We consider the contributions of nuclear and 

magnetic interactions only^ which can be put into the form 

(8.l4) with the following parameters: 

scattering amplitude operator for nuclear scattering, 

given by 

1)J 

12.1 

2)J °<t is written as the sum of two parts 

12.2 

where is the vector contribution from Schwinger*s 

o 
and is the magnetic contribution, given by 

12.3 
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. (»*?) / Sul 

°<> = ( -ST 
s ^ ^ ^ 

ï^ï/F(â)[3*(S,vQ) j 
12.4 

where Q=- AK'j and Q=- À K,1 
VVA VU> 

The target system is modeled by a Suhl-Nakamura Hamil¬ 

tonian (3*1) in which the atomic nuclei are well located 

at Bravais lattic sites.' The Hamiltonian neglects the 

interaction between the magnetic ions and the lattice; that 

is7 the phonon and spin operators are uncorrelated with 

one another.1 Also^ the spin operators and phonon operators j 

which certainly commute at equal times," also commute at 

differing times (in the Heisenberg representation).' Gener¬ 

ally 7 the spin lattice-phonon system relaxation time is 

much longer than than either of the relaxation times asso¬ 

ciated with the spin lattice or the phonon system alone; 

thus^ the neglect of the interaction between the spin lattice 
and the phonon system is justifiable.' Since the two are 

uncorrelated^ and the respective operators commute (even at 

differing times) 1 the correlation function in the Van Hove 

formula can be written as the product of a correlation 

function in the phonon operators and a correlation function 

in the spin operators : 

42<r Yrq 

-
1
 Ju' 
y ■L (-* 2ÏÏ 4te <e e ~~ 

* $ (°) +<7Vo)^,(t)> t <fy(o)(p)> 
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(#*(o) 'fi/Sj'Wy +'><'jP’ Kç(o)xcî,/ft))>] 

12.5 
Rflo) 

The factor (e e ~ ? depends only on the phonon 

system, and will have terms at phonon frequencies (i.e., 

the terms will follow the phonon dispersion).' Since we 

are not interested in that part of the inelastic differen¬ 

tial scattering cross section wihch depends on phonon 

processes^ we need only retain the constant part of this 

expression.1 The constant part is found by talcing the limit 

of the correlation function as t approaches infinity•* 

Writing the factor in terms of displacement from equilib¬ 

rium position (i.e.*, the lattice sites which are described 

by the classical vectors r^), 

<e 

x\ /S 

clearly 5^(0)-^ becomes uncorrelated withJ^itt)-!^» as 

4.-400 , so the expression (12.6) becomes in the limit of 

large times 

= e ® ^ ^ e’ o) < e }> 

12.6 

since 

. '5W°k. < e > = <e * 

12.7 

12.8 

But since the lattice is spatially homogeneous, and the 

lattice Hamiltonian for the phonon system must be invariant 

under inversions (ignoring interactions with the magnetic 

ions), 
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< e
; S ■ ( g. le)- fi, ) e_ * • < &,h) -rr) > 

Defining 

*»> V*. v**’ 

> = 
-W9) 

e 

12,9 

12.10 

W(Q) is called the Debye-Waller factor. It can be shown 

that if terms higher than quadratic in the phonon system 

can be ignored, then 
W(Q)= R(-GM

2> 
V*"* V-ft '**• 

so that the Debye-Waller factor is a measure of the mean 

square deviation of the nucleus from its position of equi¬ 

librium in the direction Q. 
V*»* 

With this reduction, the differential scattering cross 

section can be written 

JV m?2 l.k'l iQ.(o-rr) / f. _,vt 
ZÔ3Ü = flSV TKT « £e ‘ ~ x 

" CÙ 

X j <jôe(o)jêy(t)> t <jix(o) (o?je/(tl-vP)> 

+ < ft)) + o) XClt'iij))} 

12.12 

Even though the phonon system is assumed to be com¬ 

pletely decoupled from the spin wave system, yet the phonon 

system seemingly influences the intensity of purely spin 

wave scattering of neutrons via the Debye-Waller factor. 

Although the spin wave and phonon systems are treated as 

decoupled in their dynamic processes, the phonon system 
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yet affects the spin wave system in another way: by smearing 

out spin density*' We need not have referred to the phonon 

system at all had we started with the correct spin density •’ 

The quantity ,8 # is a constant real number & 

independent of lattice site and time*’ Therefore^ the 

terms containing only /3* and no other operator contrib¬ 

ute only to the elastic scattering cross section; all such 

terms are thrown out, since we are interested only in the 

inelastic differential scattering cross section (which 

relates to the dynamical spin wave processes).' Writing 

in terms of the nuclear and electronic spin operators 

at lattice site lj (eqns. (12.2), (l2.'3)i and (12.W, 

we may expand the formula for the cross section to obtain 

A 
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12.13 

where 

St
s £*(§ xxQ) 

12.14 

Next, we expand the vector operations in terms of the 

components of the spin operators. Quantities such as 

are higher order correlation functions, and are set to zero 

in the linear approximation. Quantities such as 

are also higher order correlation functions, but are constant 

in the linear approximation. The Fourier transform of the 

latter will yield a Dirac delta function factor for them, 

so they contribute to the elastic scattering cross section 

only. The lattice transform of such constant quantities 

can be non-zero only when Q is equal to a vector in the 

reciprocal lattice; thus, energy and pseudomomentum con¬ 

servation appear explicitly in such terms via the factor 

12.15 

< î/r«)i£(t)> 12.16 

\A— 

T 12.17 
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where the summation is over all reciprocal lattice vectors. 

Such terms do not depend on dynamical spin wave processes 

(in the linear approximation); we eliminate them to obtain 

the inelastic differential scattering cross section in 

terms of the correlation functions (ll.lO) in the Cartesian 

components of the spin operators; 

<d C A) rm2 \k'l -2W'(Q) 

ma,-- 7KJ e "x 

X f ( *-U) (*$&) I F/O)IS(G^(U) + G/.6: M 
^ ^ MO ^ WJ 

- I&I*GTV
w'- 

w7 * u; w VK ) KÎ 

-H 5*Q*(GQ,-QM f M)J 

+ ( i- oj1 ) M fGJ',1 M t G«j.j» ^))] 

+ (tJLty^j IF(§)lz [ P* f- 2 QrQj (<J) 

- Q> Oj [cjt\ iCo) t Go,-0 fo)]} + PJf- ?ftr 0,Gçl'o (-) 
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- s, CG^4 (u) + s « M 

t QÎ f G/4 t G*f4 ] + 2 <5* 5j G_®^ M 

- 2 On, G®.® Cio) - Oj [G® -®(w) + G®-® (a)]} ] 
J ^ u«r v**- Vw* '*«- 

• > 'l) Kl* f-S 5, «,>- 5j », G_« 
+ Pj f Ôx 0, G®,-^ fa) + 03Qf Go*!® («)} 

* nf 
** * MA* 

+ Qx Oj Gj.^ M - Qx Qj G®1.® («) 7 ] 

tX^2iT^'//W.«e 

^^10 6 E Pv f-Ox Q* G®"*’ fw) 
U*. MA 

- Ôj Q,Go‘\ (U)î + p» / Gv® MG+ Qx)- G®^Kif?.Jj 

-<- 5v(^Go-oM-Go?^ Mj]] 
** IM» / MAM 

J 

4 I ^y6?P,rG®^M-G0^9M] 
VN^> KA. 

12,18 

The correlation functions occuring in the expression 

(12,8) are complex quantities. It can be shown, however, 

that the expression is purely real provided that that the 

correlation functions are thermally consistent,1 The solu¬ 

tions (11,48) when plugged into the expression (12,18) 

result in the physical absurdity of a cross section which 
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is not purely real (since the imaginary components no longer 

cancel in pairs)* Hence, it is important in neutron scatter¬ 

ing applications to insure that a correlation function 

computation is thermally consistent* 

The formula (12*18) does not utilise geometric symmetries 

which exist between factors multiplying the correlation 

functions^ nor of geometric symmetries between correspond¬ 

ing correlation functions themselves. In the model employ¬ 

ed herein, all two time correlation functions such as 

<Vo)SÎ'(t)> 12*19 

involving two raising or two lowering spin operators are 

zero; this is tantamount to the conservation of total 

electronic and total nuclear spin seperately* (Indeed, the 

Suhl-Nakamura Hamiltonian only allows for mutual spin flips 

between the two systems.) Since, for example 

<sÎM&t)>= <&o)&(o)> 

+ >L<s*(o)sUt)>-<sjl(6) s,*w>] 
12.20 

this property is equivelent to symmetry conditions between 

pairs of correlation functions in Cartesian coordinates. 

Utilising these symmetry properties, the cross section 

may be written in much simpler form. Using thermal con¬ 

ditions, (the mixed mode correlation functions are repeat¬ 

ed twice), only six of the eight correlation functions 

(11.79) are needed, which we write now in the notation 
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3£(0=<SiMs^w> 3'i <ijfo)j»'/*]> 
,Af A _ U) 

M 
3$ (t)= <Sî (o)s^)> 3

f|/t)r cs^(o) lift» = <Xi(o)I U*)> 
~ 12.21 

Then (12.18) becomes 

</V K//l<'| -2W(Q) r , / „ 5 ,, 

«SrÏTTi e ~t*(»Q')lD 

+ 2 (fie F(&)/?o(l,-P,) + 

- ï *Ci’-ipj[0*iFc9)iVjî’«- 

- 5 Q, C P, 5v+ Pj Qj] [ (fi F(syD (3to(J)_M)-| . 

- è 0» f Pji5„- &&,][ (JWF('g))^D^Ô1i.)+jij,w)J 

where 

<4=*B, o-^)-.5| 
-12 

* 10 C77? 

12.22 

12.23 
(l) (4) 

The terms ln g' ' and g are magnetic scattering 

contributions, those in g^ and g^ are nuclear scattering 

contributions, while those in g^ and g^ represent inter¬ 

ference between nuclear and magnetic scattering contribu¬ 

tions.11 

When the nuclear scattering dominates, the expression 

is especially simple 

/pd£,\_ rfk'l -2W(Q)_L nSr,. n\r
(3)( u/l \1 

idnctu})--jjj- e 2 di L(i~P?)jQMt(ii-P?)j-j (U)j 12#2i* 
It is readily seen by comparing with the solutions for the 
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correlation functions that both terms in the expression 

(12,24) are positive definite. 

If the magnetic scattering dominates, and the incident 

beam is unpolarized, then the cross section reduces to 

Notice that the coefficients of the correlation func¬ 

tions in (12,22) are invariant in form under rotations about 

the z axis; the use of the symmetry properties of the cor¬ 

relation functions has made the expression manifestly in¬ 

variant under such rotations. 

When the beam is polarized in the z direction, the 

cross section is somewhat simpler than the general form 

(12,22): 

The energy and pseudomomentum conservation conditions 

do not enter the formulas above explicitly via delta func¬ 

tion factors, as was the case for the elastic part of the 

scattering cross section. If gQ(^ ) is any one of the 

correlation functions involved, then their solution shows that 

(ilz1 \ Mlk'J 
' liÇ)rl/,! I i*" . 12.25 

+ 2 ( J?e ( F(Q )) Jjb ( (l- P?) Je> fw) f ( Iff?) (UJ) ] 

+ z<RZ[ 0 + 

~ 1" P? Q? J F(Q)J2 ( 
12,26 

v w- Cu VJ VV* 12.27 
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where T is any vector in the reciprocal lattice. Thus, 

one has pseudomentum conservation, since the neutron may 

gain energy i>u while its momentum is altered by an amount 

of either Q or Q+T « 
Finally, we may expand the formula for the final state 

polarization given in the previous section after the same 

fashion, and again take advantage of symmetries to obtain: 

p/ \ D/lk'l . ,o A * .. , 
- YKI e ■/ 

+ ?(/?e(rm)jol3fMï 3.fM) J + $(rJiP3$)j t j «».,) 
- I 5 o'1 Ffff)|!( i f Pj5j)(3s M*3-2 M) 

i i [ î + Q* Q ( F(Q))J?o [ J-Q'M] 

2 £ - Qj J t jgVw) t 

- P C i( 11 «) c D2IF^)I
2(3a\«u3-SV«))+2^f j|r«))J 

+ a <ff( +• J.gM)] 

12.'2 8 

This formula is a bit more complicated than that for 

the differential cross section.’ However, for special cases, 

it assumes simple forms When the nuclear scattering dom¬ 

inates, the formula becomes 

P' (ils, \ _ n
2 

i ' wi?</vj- i «j e 12.29 

which in conjunction with the formula for the differential 

cross section in this case, (12.24), gives 
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p'_ C (i- P*) +■ (ltPf)j-9 (u) 

(''WjQfo) +(l+P*)j!g(a>) 12*30 

But the correlation functions satisfy 

3aM-3-î(u) = 0 12.31 

and therefore 

12*32 

so that when the magnetic scattering can he neglected, 

the scattered neutron having definite energy and momentum 

must he completely polarizedJ The •!* refers to the energy 

resolved parts of the scattered heam corresponding to an 

energy loss or an energy gain* It can he shown that the 

result (12*32) applies even when the nuclear spins are 

completely disordered* 

If the nuclear scattering is negligible, and the 

incident heam is unpolarized, then 

r/ fdZo-\ hllK'l ^ 2 X 7. f (A s „ 
e t"fsDIF/§i)l <5? MM 12*33 

u* 

which hy the differential scattering cross section for this 

case^ (12*25)Ï gives 

py_ o 3-s(<a} _ + aof Q r — c ■ ■ -gr ——TT»—:—7... . - - v— 

where the relation 
I + Q? 

12w3^ 

12.35 

is used.' Then for purely magnetic scattering, the scattered 

state polarization will he in the direction of momentum 
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transfer.1 Should that transfer be in the z direction, 

then the scattered neutrons will be completely polarized 

in the z direction.' 

The result (12.32) for purely nuclear scattering may 

be interpreted as follows.1 corresponds to the 

excitation of a spin wave in the coupled system; gi^É^) 

corresponds to the annihilation of onej In order to create 

a nuclear spin wave in nuclear scattering, the incident 

neutron* s spin must be down, and it must flip the spin of 

the nucleus with which it interacts so that it may scatter 

inelastically.' Thus, only neutrons with spin down can 

excite nuclear spin waves, which is to say that only a 

proportion (l-Pz) of the incident beam has the chance of 

scattering by creating excitations.1 Physically, this is the 

reason for the factor (l-P ) in the expression (12.24). z 
Those neutrons which scatter by creating excitations lose 

energy upon scattering; since the spins of such neutrons 

flip up in the scattering process, the scattered state 

polarization of these neutrons must be in the z direction.* 

Similarly^ the scattered state polarization of those neutrons 

which gain energy in a nuclear scattering process must be 

in the -z direction. Seen from this point of view, the 

result (12,24-) is easily comprehensible. 

To good effect, a well chosen geometry for an experiment 

can either simplify the expressions for the scattering 

cross section and final state polarization or isolate 
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certain terms in these expressions* 

At very low temperatures, the neutron scattering can 

occur only by spin wave excitation, since at such tem¬ 

peratures, the spin wave occupation is negligible* In the 

formalism developed herein, this comes about via the thermal 

factor 

( l-e-*") l-e } 12*36 

which at low temperatures is negligible for negative fre¬ 

quencies, but of the order unity for positive frequencies* 

Suppose g]4). gp). and are eliminated by the multiplies- 

tion of the factor (12*36)* (In practice, however, these 

terms can be eliminated by energy resolution*) Then if 

we set 
/\ 

P= ? 
12*'37 

(2) (?) 
both g£ ' and g J are eliminated; this leaves 

JS'M ia.38 
so that g^1^(^ ), which is a purely electronic correlation 

Q 
function, may be measured directly under the influence of 

the nuclear ordering*' 

However, if 

* 
P-2 

12.39 

then we find upon comparing the scattering cross section 

at reverse polarization that 

_ lù:\ - ^LL1 N .»). (£ï) 
' dQi^h? Vu» 

M.K I -M(Q) p (yj e M M-jo WJ 
I Kl 1 12.4 
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The expression (12*^0) gives directly the weights of the 

purely nuclear correlation functions* 

In conclusion, both the differential scattering cross 

section and the scattered state polarization assume simple 

forms in a variety of special cases* 
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XIII.I NUCLEAR SPIN WAVES IN SINGLET GROUND STATE RARE EARTHS 

l4 
As was first shown by Trammell , ferromagnetic align¬ 

ment can occur in rare earth crystals where the energies of 

the crystal field (which tends to prevent alignment) are 

generally an order of magnitude larger than the exchange 

energies.' In the present section, the existence of nuclear 

spin waves in such crystals is briefly investigated; whether 

the preceding calculation of the neutron differential scatter¬ 

ing cross section and scattered state polarization can be 

applied to the rare earths is also discussed. 

We consider first a Hamiltonian 

Tj = Z ~ 2 21/Yn?) J* ' J** 13#1 

where the leading term is the crystal field potential follow¬ 

ing the lattice symmetry, and which is assumed to dominate 
A 

over the second exchange term.1 J, is the angular momentum 

operator for the electronic cloud associated with the atom 

at site U The eigenstates of the crystal field term must 

also follow lattice symmetry; for the sake of simplifying 

the discussion^ we assume that the ground state and first 

excited state are singlet (i.e.1, remaining invariant under 

the cubic group symmetry operations),' and no higher state 

need be taken into account. (If the representation of the 
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group of lattice symmetry containing a given eigenstate of 

the crystal field Hamiltonian is of order n, we shall say 

that the given state is an *n-tuplet", and so we shall 

refer to states which are singlet, doubletÏ etc*) 

In the molecular field approximation^ we treat the 

exchange term as being due to an effective field arising 

from long range order: 

“ F ^ f 13V2 

Let l oc)> and 11 c> be the singlet ground state and 

excited state of the crystal field.11 Since they are singlet, 

< °<. I Jrj Ot>^ o 

<lc/J?/O=0 13J3 

so that no long range order can exist in either of these 

states by themselves. 

HoweverV the crystal symmetry does not require that 

<ic}j*Jor> vanish; transformed states of <ul and < oc/ can be 

at such relative phase as appropriate for the transformed 

J J Define 
z 

< »c I <Ü 13.4 
A 

Then the expectation of J in a state containing both ground z 

and excited state amplitudes will contain such an off- 

diagonal term^ and hence may be non-zero. 

Such an admixture might be produced by the exchange term, 

which could thereby give rise to long range magnetic order.1 

The ground and excited states of the molecular field Hamil- 
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tonian may be written in terms of the parameter 0 •' 

I 0> — Cos e I Oc> f A^rî e J U> 

II > = - A^7? & I ocy + 611 c y 
13.’5 

where I o> is the molecular field ground state, and 11> is 

the molecular field excited state*' 

Setting the energy level such that l oc> has zero 

energy in the crystal field,* and 1 L> the energy A , then 

7/ ytrj.Ç, I = (Ln&)à j |c^ - 2^M< J?.W[ |ôt> t (LfAÔ //c)j 

y>n?.7//> - fc*>el°A ^ 

But ) o> is an eigenstate of 'HnvS ; therefore 

A /Un0-2(|fokJ?>^M0 4^ Q 

-2<j(o)< Ji’>o(A^r?& 13,7 

SO 

CJô-JLV?O- 2 (jfoKj?>°< ~ 2tôt2e 
13.8 

Next^ <J?> is determined self-consistently.1 At 

absolute zero 7 the system is never in the excited state, and 

< T'> is given by 

<J?>= ^ol J?Jo>= (Aun2ô)o( 
13.9 

and & satisfies 

A 

'(j(o)(£ù#?2ô)c(‘ 
~ 2côf2&~-^ ^0)o<

2 ~ 

13.10 

No appropriate solution is obtained when 

A 
> 1 13.'H 
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so there will be no ferromagnetic ordering at 0°K in this 

case** At temperatures above absolute zero, the consistency 

condition must take account of the excited state,' If A\ 

is the energy difference between the molecular field states, 

then A , v -A 
<_o| J2|0> t e 

I + — (Aùi?2.ô)ci 

-AA, 
!- e 

) t e 
13.12 

But 
I £ /o^ = A ~ £ (jlo)< J*>o( &O7?2& 

<t I y>w.7.li>= A + 2l(o)<j-?>&^2& 

13.13 

and hence 

(U&5& t 4-J/'oX J?>olAi#?2& 13.14 

so that the consistency condition is more complicated at 

temperatures higher than 0°K. The possibility of heat 
1 A magnetization has been treated by Trammell and Kitano . 

The molecular field eigenstates are not eigenstates 

of the full Hamiltonian; there must exist fluctuations 

between the stationary states of the crystal field. To 

describe these fluctuations, we may introduce the Pauli 

spin \ operators (psuedospin operators) which act on the 

states I o> and I , where I o> is represented by (ô) 

and ll> is represented by (°) • As will be shown, the 

stationary states are pseudospin waves (excitations of 

the crystal field states). Thus, in the ferromagnetic 
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A 

phase, the fluctuations in J are obtained by relating 

J to the Pauli operators in the space spanned by J°> 

and | i) • The matrix elements of J_ are 
Z 

<0 J J*j 0> = (AMIZù)* 

<o| vJ?/ J> = (ca>?e)o< 

< l I J?|o>= (<LM2&)O< 

<1 I J?Jl> = ~(Ax^lB)ck 
13.15 

A 

The middle two elements in (13.15) show that J has a part 
z 

o( && 29 ( S* + S~) 13.16 
A 

while the first and fourth elements show that J has a 
z 

part 

o( (AA*?2ô) S* 

Thus, in the space spanned by lo> and 1 l> , 

(/I0ù29)<t l s S~) + (Ai*? 2 e)c( S? 

13.17 

13.18 

Now it can be shown that the coordinate axes may be 
A 

chosen such that the off diagonal matrix elements of Jx and 
A 

J vanish between the crystal field eigenstates for an 
J 
even electron two-singlet-level system such as we are 

considering.1^ Thus, (since diagonal elements do not 

contribute to excitations), we may set 

JJ* o Jx=o 
13.19 

In order to obtain the dynamics of the two singlet 
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level system, we must write the complete Hamiltonian as 

a perturbation of the molecular field Hamiltonian: 
-A -A 

J,rtV 13.20 

where 

Ji " 3 13.21 

In terms of the pseudospin operators, the perturba¬ 

tion (exchange term) becomes 

Wgy = 2 JYj, >»*)/’ +Of,#S* f cfo.S7 5; t jx 
j m? J J J 0 J J 

/ ^ _ A ^ ^ A f ^ t ^ > 
X f C^OI t ^10 S/77^ t $nt? Syy^ ^nv / 

13.22 

where 
A 

°^io -o/oi— ^i) jt i oy 

O(oo ~ ^ O I j? I O} j ** ~ ^ I I J y j I y 

13.23 

The terms which are quartic in pseudospin operators are 

diagonal in the molecular field eigenstates, and thus may 

be combined with the molecular field Hamiltonian. The 

perturbation Hamiltonian giving the dynamics is thus es¬ 

sentially a spin wave Hamiltonian, though anisotropic. 

In the paramagnetic regime, ©= o , so we have 
^ ys -A . 

= discs') 

0^,0 = o< } O(ao " — O 

13.24 

and the dynamical part of the Hamiltonian becomes 

= -1 JU, »>)<*
2
 fs s/s- + s;$'+s;s;) 

^,n>f 
13.2 5 
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Consider next the effect on the two singlet system 

of the hyperfine coupling; the Hamiltonian becomes 

W= W t £ A i, • j; 
i 

A A 

Writing JT in terms of the pseudospin operators, 
vu» ■* 

iy/ ~ A -Xl Sj y&lv? 2 & 

+ oMl/fs/t sV) ^2ô 

13.26 

13.27 

Now there is no dependence of (13.27) upon the rais¬ 

ing and lowering opertors for the nuclear spin; hence, 

even though the Hamiltonian gives rise to an effective 

coupling between nuclei of the Suhl-Nakamura sort, it 

does not allow for the existence of nuclear spin waves. 

However^ the hyperfine interaction does bring about a 

pulling of the exclton spectrum, which means that there 

will be an additional nuclear contribution to the specific 

heat.1 

Let us consider next a singlet ground state rare earth 

system in which the first excited state is a triplet. We 

shall see that nuclear spin waves can exist in such sys¬ 

tems.1 

One may choose three states 

Mcx>, M/>, Il?> 
in the space spanned by the triplet such that 

<°cl J'l !,’'>= <'0t|iJ|lc
,> = <<Mj,|i,,> 

13.29 
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does not vanish," tout such that all the other matrix elements 

do vanish,1 

The fermion annihilation operators for the states 

1 l*>, l It >, 1 lc*>, |0C> 13.30 

will toe denoted respectively toy 
A A A A 

C*, S' C?, CJ 13*31 

Then we introduce the operators defined toy 
A A J. A 

= Cj C; 
13.32 

where i takes on the values (x,y,z),1 

The commutators of the a*s are given by 

[ <Mj] = O 

[ d;, VJ= ûOJ j C;rÔ 
13.33 

where 
A A j,A 

"J a CJ S 13.34' 

is the occupation number operator of the singlet ground 

state,1 

In the Bogoliutoov approximation, which is valid at 
A A ^ 

low temperatures, n is set equal to unity, and C, C; is g J 

neglected,1 Then the a* s satisfy the Bose commutation rela¬ 

tions 

Câ.îjj-o 

13.'35 
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In terms of these operators, the components of angular 

momentum are given by 

^ A A +-\ 
J;= 

13.36 

while the crystal field energy is 
A + A A L A A f ^ \ 

A ( Cx C* tCv Cyt Ca C?y 
'J J 13# 37 

where A is the difference in energy between the singlet 

and triplet levels# However, consistently with the Bogoliubov 

approximation^ we may write 
A. A AA. A A A 1 A^AA.A 

C;+C,= l-C;C;+ = l-CiCjCjC^I-CjCiC^Cj 
A ^ J, ^ » A 

r | - à,à; = - à; ô; 

13.38 

so that the crystal field energy is given in terms of 

Bose operators by 

/ A A. yv /\+/\ 
A f ^ \ 

\4r ù + +• $? ) 
13.'39 

Introducing a suffix 1 for lattice site position, 

the Hamiltonian including the exchange may be written 

(V= O "A ( y +- àj «j + 3* H Ojr t ) 

-Z Junx2/(vi-â<;*) 

^ /Af* A f A ^ f A V 

= * ,y + + 

.2 s A f A+ At A. 

JU' 

£ 

- 2 CKX 

* > 
a-i,- + âj,,; Slj, ;)] 

<»V» v^“ 7 

HA. ub> 7 * 

13.40 
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where 

13.41 

N ext 7 the hyperfine interaction may be written 

11 ( üx + > t q* + > Oj ) 

+ C d,te£)] 

13.^2 
Thus^ it may be seen that a long range coupling can exist 

between nulcei by virtue of the virtual excitation of the 

exciton modes.' The nature of the interaction is such as 

to give rise to nuclear spin waves, since the interaction 

depends on the nuclear spin raising and lowering oper¬ 

ators.’ 

In the limit of very weak coupling^ an effective 

Hamiltonian for the nuclear system alone is given by 

where Jjj(k) is the lattice transform of the effective 

nuclear exchange.' In the limit that (13.43) is a good 

approximation^ then the inelastic scattering cross sec¬ 

tion for nuclear scattering is given by (5.16). 

Ww VA 13.43 
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However7 it will be seen that the Hamiltonian in¬ 

cluding nuclear coupling for the singlet-triplet rare 

earth is by no means equivelent to the Suhl-Nakamura 

Hamiltonian C 3* 1 ) • The rare earth system contains three 

electronic modesÏ two transverse and one longitudinal, 

each of which couple to the nuclear modes 

The neutron differential scattering cross section 

may be calculated in the Van Hove method by determining 

the correlation functions involving the exciton and nuclear 

spin wave operators^ and then by using the transforma¬ 

tion between the exciton and the electronic spin operators 

(which appear in the coupling with the incident neutron),' 

However7 some of the terms which contribute only 

elastically or vanish in the Suhl-Nakamura calculation 

will contribute inelastically for the rare earth calcula¬ 

tion,' In addition^ it is not possible to make use of 

the geometric symmetries as was done in the Suhl-Nakamura 

calculation,' 

Thus7 our calculation of the neutron scattering 

cross section for the Suhl-Nakamura model is not direct¬ 

ly applicable to the rare earths. Without making a com¬ 

pletely new calculation^ only a qualitative extension 

of the results in section XII to the rare earth systems 

is possible. 

Thus7 the dispersion of the coupled nuclear-electronic 

pseudospin wave system may be determined in a neutron 
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scattering experiment by using energy and pseudomomentum 

conservation; the detection of the nuclear spin wave 

modes requires a system in which there is strong coup¬ 

ling between the nuclear and electronic angular momenta. 

The special cases in which specific correlation functions 

are isolated in the cross section as determined in section 

XII clearly do not apply to the rare earth systems, however,'1 
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XIV, CONCLUSION 

We have calculated the differential scattering cross 

section and final state polarization for the scattering 

of neutron beams by targets described by the Suhl-Nakamura 

Hamiltonian,' Using these results^ we have pointed out 

how an experiment might be performed to measure specific 

processes in a NSW system,' 

The first order correlation functions and dispersion 

laws for a Suhl-Nakamura system have been calculated. The 

most important conclusion of this calculation is that it 

is very unlikely that one shall be able to detect nuclear 

spin wave modes in systems in which the electronic mode 

energies lie far above the nuclear mode energies, as is 

typically the case in ferromagnetic materials,1 Thus, in 

order to detect NSW^ one must look at materials in which 

the two modes may lie close together,' With this end in 

viewV we have made calculations for the limit of strong 

coupling. 

Therefore^ one must use ferromagnetic materials in 

which the exchange energies are of the same order of magni¬ 

tude as the hyperfine energies. Such materials are char¬ 

acterized by very low Curie temperatures,' Some rare earth 

compounds^ such as gadolinium trichloride, which has a 
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Curie temperature of about 2,‘5°Kf fall into this category 

A second possibility lies in alloys of rare earth metals; 

for example, for concentrations of about 1% gadolinium 

in lanthenumV the Curie temperature is about ,5°K, which 

is not much larger than the temperatures which are asso¬ 

ciated with typical hyperfine energies (i,e,, around ,01°K 

to ,005°K). Unalloyed praseodynium and neodynium show no 

signs of ordering down to about 1®K; when account is taken 

of the nuclear coupling^ they must order ferromagnetically 

at some lower temperature,1 

One possibility for the detection of NSW modes is 

with magnetic materials in a phase in which the electronic 

spins are ordered in a spiral structure. If the hyperfine 

coupling is neglected^ it can be shown that the energies 

of the electronic spin wave modes must go to zero in the 

long wavelength limit,' Thus^ in the long wavelength limit, 

there must be strong coupling between nuclear and electronic 

modest which might then be readily detectable in experiments 

utilizing slow neutron scattering,1 Indeed7 because the 

electronic dispersion rises rapidly," the amount of frequency 

pulling of the NSW modes must undergo a rapid alteration 

in the long wavelength limit; such a material would seem 

to be the most favorable one in which to detect the existence 

of NSW modes. 

We have shown that NSW modes must exist in singlet 

ground state rare earth materials which are analogous to 
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the NSW modes in ordinary ferromagnetic materials. Since 

the application of external fields may lower the energies 

of exciton modes in the rare earths^ one might be able to 

bring about a strong coupling between exciton and nuclear 

modes in these materials, NSW modes will exist in rare 

earth materials with singlet ground state and triplet 

first excited state J This is generally the situation in 

the rare earth compounds of NaCl structure with group V 

and group VI elements,1 
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APPENDIX 

The following graphs show the typical behavior of 

the dispersion and correlation functions in a coupled 

electronic-nuclear spin wave system. The calculation is 

made for a body centered cubic lattice with a spacing 

of one angstrom. The exchange energy for nearest neighbors 

is set equal to one degree Kelvin, 

The momentum is taken along the z axis (which is 

determined by the direction of the external field) and is 

given by the associated wave number in inverse centimeters. 

Pigs,' 1-4-) These figures show typical dispersion 

curves. The higher curve is the electronic spin wave 

dispersion curve; the lower curve is the nuclear spin wave 

dispersion curve. The applied field in each case is indicat¬ 

ed by the intersection with the y axis at zero wave vector. 

Pigs,1 5-9) These figures show typical nuclear spin 

correlation functions at very low temperatures. 

Figs, 10-13) These figures show typical intersystem 

correlation functions. 

Pigs, 14- & 15) These figures show typical electronic 

spin correlation functions. The lower curve is correlation 

at the nuclear spin wave frequency, which disappears at 

high temperatures, or in the absence of a hyperfine coupling. 
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